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Dowling Master Of Tenant’s Harbor Masons

OBSERVED TODAY BY THE

ISLAND BOWLING LEAGUE-

PLAYER SWAPS MADE

Hostesses for the day will be: Mrs.
Frank French and Mrs. Hector
Staples, co-hostesses, Mrs Isaac
Hammond. Mrs. Ivy Brackett, Mrs.
Nathan Berliawski. Mrs. Alan
Grossman. Mrs. Donald Goss, Mrs
Arthur Haines, Mrs. Albert Havener.
Sr., Mrs. Emery Howard. Mrs Admah Morey, Mrs. Ardley Orff. Mrs.
John Richardson, Mrs Ernest
Knight, Mrs. George Si. Clair, Mrs.
Burton Flanders. Mrs. Frank
Marsh and Mrs. Harold Look.

THOMASTON SCORING POWER WAS
EVIDENT IN LINCOLN WIN FRIDAY
Thomaston, demonstrating big while Freddie Burnham was high
league shooting in the first half, man for Lincoln with 18 points.
The Lincoln girls gained an even
walked off the floor at the game's
split in the games between the two
end with the satisfaction of having
schools by defeating Thb:r.aston
downed Lincoln Academy of Dam 57-49 in the opener.
ariscotta 58-37 Friday night at
Lincoln jumped off to a sevenThomaston.
point spread in the first period.
Landon Oliver matched Dav» 23-15, and managed to hold this
Stone's two pointer at the start of j lead throughout the first period
the contest, and that was the the contest..
closest Lincoln came after that ! Marilyn Hatch of Lincoln with
point. Lin Moody, Dennis Sawyer, 27 points and Judy Harriman of
and Ralph Gordon countered with Thomaston with 19 led their reconsecutive field goals, and the eipective teams.
Pi'isontawners were off to a run
Thomaston (58: D. Stone Jf, 4;
ning start. One lone foul shot was Mayo, lf; Benner, If; Sawyer, rf, 7;
all that Lincoln could score ln the Durrell, rf, 1 (1); Elliot, rf; Gor
first period after Oliver’s bucket, don, c, 4 Cl); Melguard, c; Me
as they fell behind 17-3 at the Farlandv lg, 1; A. Stone, lf; Moody,
quarter.
i rg, 6 (1); Jameson, rg, 4; Putnam
Reserves finished out the game ;rg. I.
in the last half after the first
Lincoln (37); Gray, lf, 2 (1);
stringers had increased their lead Modine, If; Bailey, rf; Rogans, rf;
J Oliver, c, 4 61); O. Burnham, lg.
to 33-8 at the half.
Impressive for Thomaston was 1 (1); Moody, lg; F. Burnham. 7
little Ronnie Jameson with his 1(4).
brilliant playmaking and standout
Referees: Holden, Marriner.
defensive play. Sawyer led the i Thomaston,
17 33 43 58
Thomaston offense with 14 points . Lincoln,
8 8 23 37

The Eureka Lodge of Masons at Tenant’s Harbor held installa
tion of officers Fridav evening. From left to right in the front row,
they are: Installing Officer Lauriston Davis of Friendship, Treasurer
Wilho Elgland, Master Frank Dowling, Senior Warden Albert Watts,
Junior Warden Wilho Salmi, and Secretary Harlan Bragdon. In

EVERYTHING IS IN READINESS
The nation's 3.300.000 Cub Scouts.
Boy Scouts, Explorers and their
adult leaders will observe the 44th
birthday of the organization during
Boy Scout Week, Feb. 7 to 13.
The theme cf the observance is
"Forward on Liberty’s Team." the
current major emphasis of the
movement, which seeks to produce
a greater functioning manpower
and provide a higher quality pro
gram for its ever-increasing boy
, membership.
I The anniversary is to be observed

BULWER AND K-L TEAMS MATCHED

On Trustees At
Thursday Session

IN TONIGHT'S PLAY; CAMDEN'S

Leaders Of Boy

Hold Big Sports

Scouts Are Top
Quality Men

Brian M. Jewett, president of the
Maine Elks Association, announces
that on Monday evening. Feb. 8,
the association will stage a big
rports night for the veterans at
Togus. Headlining this program
will be the nationally known Bill
Summers, American League um
pire, who has appeared in many
of the Maine Elks Lodges.
On
Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette the same program with him will be
Walt Mas’erman who now resides
: in Maine, Dan MacFavden, base) ball and hockey coach at Bowdoin
and former Yankee great, Del
Bisonnette of National league
fame, Adam Walsh, captain of the
immortal Pour Horsemen of Notre
Dame, Mose Nanigan. Johnny Fortunato. well known New England
Baseball and Basketball officials
and Maine immortal Pat French
and Fred Fleming, former Bowdoin
College baseball star, now the
paoperty of the Detroit Tigers.
This great gathering of sports
luminaries will be the guests of the
Gardiner Lodge of Elks after the
ANOTHER SHIPMENT OF program
at Togus. It will be the
greatest array of sports celebrities
Florence Ranges
ever to gather at Togus for a pro
gram. This is the first in a series
White Enamel
of programs to be sponsored at To
Dual Oven
gus by the Maine Kks Association
One
a month will be presented by
Oil and Gas Range
the association through the month
Only $199.95
of May.

WHILE THEY LAST

4 Oil Lids

TWO

4 Gas Burners

ONE-ACT PLAYS

New bit With Oil Or Gu

"GOOD NIGHT CAROLINE"
“ONE OF US"

Large Drip Tray

South Thomaston Grange Hall

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
Farnswerth
B Mala M. TeL IM

FRIDAY, FB. 5 at 8.15 P. M.

Staged by Knox Theatre Guild
Spon. by Sa. Thomaston Liana
Adulto «e - Children 30c

14-lt

another battle which matches a
Bulwtr League team against one
from the Knox-Lincoln. The fast
improving Walticboro five could
come through with their first vic
tory of the year in this contest.
Beryl Leach's Camden Mustangs
Journey to Belfast in hopes of
gaining revenge for that early sea
son two point defeat by Belfast
at Camden. Since that time, Cam
den has come a long way while
Frank Charbonneau has been
fighting Injuries to the extent that
Belfast is not playing the bap
they were at the first of the sea
son.

Maine Elks To
Night At Togus

14-15

THE WOODS ENJOYING HONOLULU

by 89.000 Units in all parts of the
nation, its possessions and also in
other parts of the world where
American families reside.
A principal activity of Boy Scout
Week will be paying tribute to the
volunteer adult leaders of the 8C>000 Units for the contribution they
j ire making to the boyhood of the
nation

MUSTANGS ON BELFAST COURT
Top clash on the coast this eve
ning brings together'an outstand
ing M team and an outstanding 3
team when Thomaston collides
with Rockport at the new Rockport
gymnasium
Clyde Hatch's Priscr.town five
took an easy decision from Fred
Sutherland's Beaver quintet in
their first meeting at Thomaston,
but the confined quarters of the
Thomaston gym had much to do
with the final point spread. The
Beavers are looking for a much
c oser battle, and even a big up
set.
Waldoboro travels to Union in

the second row ; William Gilchrest, marshal assisting in installation
and Alert I and Simmons, actng as chaplain, both of Friendship; Junior
Deacon Elwood Brown, Senior Deacon Maynard Thompson, Senior
Steward Ernest Eaton, Tyler Russell Thomas, Chaplain John Sawyer
and Marshal Elmer Tibbetts.

FOR BOY SCOUT WEEK FEB. 7-13

Legion To Vote

Leg'onnaires will vete Thursday
night on a most important amend
ment to the by-laws of WinslowHol'crook-Merritt Post.
At the meeting of last Thursday,
E. Carl Moran, a past commander
of the Post and leader in Legion
activities for several years, pro
posed that a change be made. His
proposal was that a board of seven
trustees be substituted for the pres
ent house committee and finance
committee.
The trustees would be elected for
staggered terms at the first election
to insure experiehced members on
the board at all times, as terms
expire and new members take their
seats.
The Legion Home has been op
erated by a house committee se
lected from the membership, and
the finances of the Post by a second
committee. Moran proposes to com
bine the duties of both in the
board of trustees.
Final vote will be held on the
proposed ammendment at the
meeting Thursday evening. Mem
bership of the Pest is in the vi
cinity of 500 and it is expected that
a large number will turn out for the
meeting.
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TRADE WINDS BLOWING IN

KNOX HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
The Knox Hospital Auxiliary will
observe Owl's Hoad Day" at its
regular [reeling today, Feb. 2, at
the Bok Home For Nurses. Invi
tations have been sent to ladies
living tn Owl’s Head. It is hoped
that anyone interested In the aux
iliary will attend this meeting
n anyone has pieces of material,
ribbon or lace suitable for making
doll clothes Mrs. Frank Horeyseck
will appreciate it if they will bring
them to this meeting.

63 00 per year
62.50 six month*

The future strength of America
lies in its youth, says Dr. Arthur
A. Schuck. Chief Scout Executive
of the Boy Scout of America, in
a message for Boy Scout Week. Feb.
7 to 13. marking the 44th anniver
sary of the organization.
“Hew well the .vcur.g men of to
morrow will meet the challenge of
the times will depend upon the
training that they receive today
ln character de> elopement, par
ticipating citizenship and personal
fitness," the Chief Scout Executive
said.
"In co-operation with the home
the church, the school and other
community institutions, the Boy
Scouts of America." he continued
"is charged by its congressional
charter with the responsibility for
promoting the ability cf boys to do
things for themselves and others,
to develop skills, self-reliance, ini
tiative. physical strength, endur
ance, courage, patriotism and those
other qualities which contribute
to the very highest type of citizen
ship."
During Boy Scout Week, in
countless communities Scouts, their
parents, local Institutions and pub
lic officials will pay tribute to the
leaders of the 89,000 Cub Packs,
Boy Scout Troops and Explorer
Posts for the contribution they are
making to the boyhood of America.
The Boy Scouts of America, Dr.
Schuck points out, is operated by
volunteers with the help and as
sistance of a small professional
staff. Men come forward in in
creasing numbers, he said, to give
their best in the service of youth.
Without them, he states there
oould be no Scout program. Be
cause of them over 2.440.000 boys to
day enjoy the ad”enture of Scout
ing, which has become a part of
normal American life.
Volunteer leadership position* in
Scouting attract men of education,
as well aa men of character with an

"The BOy Scouts of America ts
one of the largest volunteer adult
education or training groups of the
nation.” said Dr Arthur A Schuck.
the Chief Scout Executive.
"Al
most 200 000 of our leaders took
training courses in Scouting and
leadership techniques last year.”
When the Boy Scouts of Ameri
ca was incorporated in Washing
ton, D. C„ on Feb. 8. 1910, it was
founded as the voluntary move
ment it still remains. Dr. Schuck
said there are now 860.000 Scouters
"who take time from their own
careers to give service In Scouting
in order to help their communities
do a better job of building citizens "
'Scouting belongs to the Ameri
can people who have made it pos
sible " he continued. "This is tho
roughly in accord with our demo
cratic ideals and the American way
of life. As a voluntary movement
its doors are open to every boy of
every race and religious belief who
wants to come in. It is dependent
upon men who care enough about
boyhood and American institutions
to volunteer their time ln Scout
ing."
Recognition of the leaders of the
89,000 Units of Scouting will take
many forms.
Generally, the Cub
Scouts. 8, 9 and 10-year-old mem
bers who follow a home-centered
program in their homes and back
yards. will honor their Cubmasters at "Blue and Gold Banquets ”
educational and occupational ba-kground well above *he national
average.
A recent study of the personal
data of men serving as leaders in
all capacities shews that more than
60 per cent of the Scout leaders ln
America were once Scouts. Sixty
per cent were found to be high
school graduates and 30 per cent
graduated from college.
Among the Scout leaders lt was
found that 86 per cent are married
men and 61 per cent have sons. A
high percentage report membership
in fraternal, service or veterans
groups.
In a check of the occupations of
Scout leaders it was found that 25
per cent were professional or techni
cal workers, including lawyers,
teachers and physicians. Another 20
per cent are craftsmen and fore
men; 10 per cent are public offi
cials. buyers, credit men. managers
and proprietors of small businesses,
while another 100 per cent are sales
persons or engaged in advertising
and insurance. Scattered occupa
tions are followed by the remain
ing 35 per cent.
Most Unit Leaders sav they vol
unteered to serve as a result of an
intense personal interest brought
about through their contracts with
boys; others because of their friend
ship with men already serving as
leaders or because of their affili
ation with a local institution that
sponsors a Scout Unit.
Since Scouting was established
44 years ago. Dr. Schuck said, em
phasis hss been placed on the right
kind of leadership. This insistence
upon high-quality men for positions
of leadership, who serve withoutpay. has never been lessened.

Those trade winds that have
been making up over the Cascade
Beading Alleys came to a head last
Monday night when by a consent
decree the League accepted the
Goose’s proposition to trade Doc
Rie to Wvmie's Worms for Bickfora, mid Capt. Pome's agreement
to trade Tibbetts to the Worms
for Loveless, the Pirates standing
pat w.th their team as is.
The figures showed that the ex
change of Rae, a 90 average man
for B.ckford, an 80 average man.
and Tibbetts, an 85 bowler for
Loveless with an average of 81
w-ould, on paper, about even up the
teams for the second half of the
season. Perhaps it was the beans
and fish cakes served for the sup
per that night that put over the
deal, but whatever the reason. It
attests to the desire of everybody
to make the bowling teams as near
even as possible.
As for the bowling, it seemed
that it was "one punch week" for
the winners for both the Ducks
and the Pirates won their matches
and three points each by getting
one big string, and then letting
their opponents take the other two.
Monday night saw the stand pat
Pirates take three points from the
Ganders by bowling a big second
string with the Ganders taking the

flrst and third by small margins,
while on Wednesday night the
Ducks got in their licks on the
first string and the Worms took
tiie second and third. These close
aecis.ons were a bit of evidence
that the teams are pretty well
matched for the second half of the
pennant race.
Score: Ganders vs Pirates and
Duct, vs. Worms:
Ganders: Bickford 251, Sutliffe
266. Drew 241, Peacock 266. Goose
274. total 1298.
Pirates: MacDonald 29L Olson
253. Ne son for Peterson 285. San
born 254. Shields 281. total 1334.
Ducks: Grimes 251, Loveless 261.
Nelson 268. Smith 264. Poole 304.
total 1348.
Worms: Adams 240, Sutliffe for
Tibbitts 279, Johnson 260 Peacock
for Rae 262. Wymie 299, total 1333.
The three-point win of the
Ducks over the Worms gave them a
tie with the Ganders for first place
and this tie will be bowled off the
coming week to determine the best
team in the first half. Half a
championship that is. son.
Standings as of Feb 1:
G.W GI. P W P.L.
Ganders,
8
6
41
29
Ducks,
8
6
41
39
Pirates,
8
6
36
34
Worms,
4 10
22
48

MAINE FARM OUTLOOK IN 1954
DISCUSSED IN FREE BOOKLET

Air. and Mrs. George Wood of Rockiand are pictured sipping fresh
pineapple juice upon their arrival at the Halekulani Hotel in Honolulu,
Hawaii where they are spending their Hawaiian vacation.
At Friday's session of the Rock’and Rotary Club Ned Cutting pre
sented a reel of rolor pictures of the Honolulu area and its Halekulani
Hotel, lerturlne the thought that at the moment Mr. and Mrs. Wood
were enjoying its hospitality.
Halekulani photo

Many will present small, usefu
gifts they have made in apprecia
tion for their leadership. A Cub';
dad or mother will speak for thf
other parents. There are about 30.C00 Cubmasters.
Boy Scouts who are 11 to 13 years
old will have "Open House" eve
ning meetings at which they will
introduce members of their family
to fellow Scouts. Former Scouts
will be welcomed and pay tribute
to the Scoutmaster. Many Scouts
will present handicraft items to
their Scoutmaster
Parents will
speak on the wholesome benefits
their sons get through the Troop
About 48.900 men are Scoutmasters
Explorers are members 14 years
of age and older, who follow a pro
gram of adventuring In the open; |
getting along socially with others;
being of service to others and ex
ploring lifework possibilities. Many
will hold a "progressive party."
Meeting in the home of a Post
Committeeman they first present
corsages to their young ladies.
Fruit Juice cocktails and canapes
are served at the first home. A sa
lad course, served buffet style, fol
lows at the home of another Com
mitteeman. Small gifts for the la
dies are presented ln the name of
the Explorer Post at the third
home. The main course follows at
the fourth residence with all Com
mitteemen and their wives serving,
and a "thanks a million" gift from
At the flfh home there is dessert
the members to the Post Advisor
and his wife.
In many Instances the Explorers
themselves will be hosts at their
homes to the “progressive party.”
More than 10.5CO men are Explorer
Post Advisors.
Boy Scout Week is the largest
annual single observance by young
citizens. Since 1910 more than 21
million boys and men have been
identified with Scouting, and local,
state and national leaders share in
observing how the program has in
deed become an important element
In community living.

RUBBER STAMPS
ANY SIZE

On Order st
THE COURIER-GAZETTE

.inda Studley Has

Narrow Escape
While Sliding
Linda Studley, eight year old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Studley, was injured Sunday while
sliding do^n a hill in Friendship
She collided with a garage door,
sustaining a cut on her forehead
from the hairline to left eye which
necessitated 10 stitches by Dr Ro
bert Waterman.
Linda and her parents were
guests of her grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Winchenbaugh.

Clifford R Eckstrom. Extension
Service ecenomat in marketing of
the University of Maine, covers the
"Maire Farm Outlook for 1954"
in new Extension Pamphlet No 19
Copies of Pamphlet 19 may be
obtained fret from County Agent
Gil Jaeger or by writing to the
Bulletin Office, Agricultural Ex
tension Service, University of
Maine.
Eckstrom di-cusses the outlook
for Maine potatoes, dairy, poultry,
fruit, vegetables, and forestry.
He point* out in the pamphlet
that a reduction in total 1954 po
tato acreage is expected nationally.
If average growing conditions pre
vail, an over-all acreage cut of
about six per cent is required to
bring potato production down to
350 milltor bushels, considered
most desirable.
Eckstrom expects about the same

State Approves
Plans For 'Keag

Municipal Court
Two driving violations were pre
sented in Municipal Court Monday
morning.

Central School

The Maine School Building Au
thority has approved preliminary
j plans of the proposed central
school in South Thomaston. Archi
tect Melvin Beck of Waterville is
now completing the drawings from
which the <55,000 school will be
built.
The school building committee
expects to ask for bids on construc
tion by Feb. 15.
Lithographs By
The present estimate for the
building, w’hich will contain five
Taylor Now Being classrooms, plus a full basement, is
Shown At Museum $56,000.
The building plans call for cinder
An exhibition of lithographs by block construction with a brick
Prent’ss Taylor is being exhibited veneer facing.
during the month of February ir.
the Square Gallery of the Farns greater Washington Independent
Exhibit and the First National Ex
worth Museum.
The subject matter of Mr Tay hibit of Prints. His works are also
lor's lithographs is in many in in the permanent collections of the
stances familiar scenes of New Library ol Congress. Virginia Mu
England where he studied and now seum of Fine Arts, and many other
spends his summers. Other prints institutions.
depict scenes along the coastal
eaboard of the United States. In
all ot the prints, one Is aware cf
COMMERCIAL
his mastery of his art in bringing
out the tonal qualities necessary in
PHOTOGRAPHY
making a pleasing and well-bal
anced lithograph.
All Types of
Mr. Taylor, a resident of Wash
Commercial Photographyington, D. C. and a summer visi
Groups, Weddiags,
tor to the coastal area of Maine,
ladustrial, Mariae
studied at the National School of
Fine and Applied arts under Inez
aad Insurance, Aerial.
Hogan and later painting under
Charles W. Hawthorne of ProvS. L Cullen
inUctown.
Alfter specializing in
lithography he studied with Eu
TEL. 907 or 770
gene Fitsch and Charles Locke.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
His work has received recog
nition ln winning first prize in the

Francis L Tillson
CARPENTER

and BUILDER
f
THOMASTON, MAINE

TEL 178-4
102-TAS-tf

net income from dairying ln Maine
In 1954 as in 1953. He explains
that the level of prices for dairy
products for 1964 will be greatly
influenced by the level at which
prices are supported in the year
beginning April 1.
Production of eggs and poultry
in 1954 is expected to exceed the
record production of 1953. Prices
may average slightly lower, with
gross receipt sclose to last year's.
An apple production Just slightly
under this year in Maine, with na
tional prices somewhat lower, is
expected. The outlook for blue
berries in Maine is good with a
larger crop in prospect than in
1953. The outlook for vegetables
and for forest produots would ap
pear to be about the same as it was
experienced in 1953. Maple syrup
almost always sells at a good price
Christmas tree stumpage prices
nave slowly increased.

John F. Powell of Portland paid
a $10 fine and $3.70 in costs for
driving through a stop sign Jan. 30
at the intersection of North Main
street and Broadway. This viola
tion resulted in a collision with an
other vehicle.
Driving without a license resulted
in a $10 fine for Robert Winslow
of Thomaston. The incident oc
curred Jan. 30 at Thomaston, with
Officer George I Shaw making the
complaint.

It's a proven fart that no
loses by taking time enough t
a worthwhile project right.

FAVORITE POEM
If I had my Ufe to live again, 1
would have made a rule to read
some poetry snd listen to some
music st least once a week. Tha
loss of these tastes Is s loss of
happiness—Charles Darwin
WHATEVER IS—IS BEST

I know, as my life grows older.
And mine eyes have clearer
sight ,
That under each
somewhere

rank

wrong

There lies the foot of Right;
Tliat each sorrow has its purpose,
By the sorrowing oft unguessed:
But as sure as the sun brings
morning.
Whatever is—is best
I know there are no errors,
In the great Eternal plan.
And all things work together
For the final good of man.
And I know when my soul steeds
onward.
In its grand Eternal quest,
I shall say as I look back earthward.
Whatever is—is best.
—Ella Wheeler Wilcox.

MONEY FOR HOMES
TO BUY-

IMPROVE—REPAIR

Easy Monthly Payments
Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 School St

TeL 430

Rockland
3-H

two
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BEAVERS BATTLED FROM BEHIND

WINLESS WALDOBORO NEARLY NIPS

Editor and Publisher. JOHN RICHARDSON

FRIDAY TO TAKE APPLETON TILT

CAMDEN; CHS GIRLS EASY WINNERS

EDITORIAL

Rockport High assured itself of tually nailed down first place in the
Pressed for three periods by an
outright possession of first place in glr’s' division by overpowering Ap underdog Waldoboro quintet, who
the Eastern division of the Bulwer pleton 87-24.
i were looking for their first victory
League by coming from behind to
Rockport (56): W. Farley, lf. 6; of the season. Beryl Leach's Camsnatch a victory from Appleton 54- Dean, lf; Crockett, rf, 4 (1); Sulli i den High five came to life ln the
48 Friday night in a game played van, c, 3 (7); C. Farley, lg, 3; last eight minutes of play to win
at Appleton.
Gross, rg, 4 (4); Annis. rg. 3.
ever Waldoboro 47-36 in a game
Appleton (48): A. Sprowl, If, 7 played at Camden Friday night.
Knowledge of their home court
The half time found Waldoboro
and a tight zone defense were the (3); Mank. rf, 2 (2); R. Sprowl. c,
reasons behind Appleton's near up 8 (1); Ratten, lg, 1 (2); Gushee, rg, ahead 17-16 ln a very low scoring
dual between two defensive minded
set. The little court bothered the 2.
12 24 39 48 ball clubs. Camden forged into the
Beavers to such an extent in the Appleton
13 15 38 54 lead at the end of the third period
second period that they were able Rockport
by two points, 26-24, and then
to garner but two points, an ex-1 Referee: Foss.
tremely low total for eight minutes
of play by a team of Rockport's
TIGER LADIES TIED BY ISLAND
caliber.
Trailing at the half 24-15, Rock GIRLS; JAYVEES 55-36 WINNERS
port switched from a zone defense
The Vlnalhaven Wildcats played
Paul Anderson was the only Vi
to a man-to-man. and this move
spurred Rockport to life, so that at host Saturday afternoon to two nalhaven man able to solve the Ti
the end of the third period, they teams from Rockland; the varsity ger defense, and he came up with
were trailing by only one point, girls and the J. V. boys, and wound 16 points.
The girls’ game was a thriller all
up with a loss and a tie.
39-38.
The Rcckland J. V.'s were victo the way and with but a few seconds
At the start of the fourth quar
ter, the Beavers regained the lead rious 55-36, and the girls finished to play and the score 36-34 in fa
for the first time since the early even at 36-all. It was decided not vor of Vinalhaven, Celia Crie
second period and clung on to it to play off the tie to allow Rock dunked a neat overhead set shot to
land ample time to voyage home knot the game up at the final
for the remainder of the contest.
whistle.
The well balanced Rockport ag before dark.
Crie with 19 points and “Midge”
Jimmie Smith, Dick Trask, and
gregation had their scoring very
evenly divided with Ted Sullivan Joe Phillips, all hitting from out Grispi with 18. scored all but two
high point man with 13. Art and side, did the brunt of the scoring of Rockland's points. Sally Clay
Dick Sprowl were the chief cogs in for Rockland with Bob Oxten doing ter won scoring honors for Vinal
the Appleton machine and each most of the rebounding. Smith hit haven with 17 points.
for 15, Trask for 11. and Phillips
Rockland (55): Atwood, lf, 2 (2);
came through with 17 points.
(Continued On Page Biz)
In the girls' game, Rockport vir for nine.

WANTED—NAME OF OUR OLDEST CITIZEN
The name of Rockland's oldest citizen, man or woman, is
wanted immediately by The Courier-Gazette. If you know
who it is, or have reason to believe who it may be, please
communicate with The Courier-Gazette, 770, at once and
give us the information.
This oldest citizen will be the Honorary Chairman of the
Rockland Centennial Day next June. It will require no
work or talk by this person. Just an honor bestowed upon
him or her because of the distinction of being the oldest
citizen in our City as it celebrates its 100th birthday.

THE SAND IS APPRECIATED
A city crew was busy Monday morning sanding Main
Street's glare-ice sidewalks, to the great relief ol a large
percentage of Rockland’s citizens and shoppers from out-oftown. It is our earnest hope that the conditions which pre
vailed over the weekend, and for several days preceding,
not be repeated. In our three score years of living in Rock
land we never before saw more dangerous walking on our
principal streets, wholly unsanded.
By pleasant contrast the Post Office approaches and
hazardous granite steps were carefully sanded throughout the
period. The highways and street intersections were admir
ably salted and sanded for the safety of motor traffic.
It is our feeling that the situation developed through
an oversight in some department, and we are pleased to
see the hazardous condition relieved.

THIS IS GROUND HOG DAY
New Hampshire is beginning a new hunter safety program in its
high schools this year—and to start out with, the governor of the State
gets a lesson himself. In the picture are Merritt Edson, Marine Corps
general of World War II fame who is now’ director of the National Rifle
Association (left); his pupil is Hugh Gregg, New Hampshire governor.
Maine’s Department of Inland Fisheries and Game is co-operating with
4he New Hampshire authorities in the interest of greater safety in 1954
in the Maine woods.

TWIN DEFEATS FOR TIGERS IN
WEEKEND AROOSTOOK TOUR
Rockland's sojourn Into Aroos . Caribou
14 30 45 58
20 33 44 54
took proved costly to Mike DiRen- i Rockland
Referees: Lynch, Wilcox.
zo’s youthful Tigers’ tournament
The second game in Aroostook,
hopes. Two straight defeats at the
hands of Caribou Vikings and the this one against Fort Fa'rfield.
Fort Fairfield Tiger* sent the proved to be very costly to the Ti
They not only lost to the
coastal Tigers seasonal average be gers.
low the 500 mark for the first time Fort by the score of 64-50, but also
since the week after Christmas may have lost the services of Ralph
Rockland's record now stands at Hooper, elongated pivctman, for
the season. Ralph severely wrenched
seven wins and eight losses.
At Caribou, the Tigers started ' his knee in the first half of this
strong but finished weak, as they hard fought tilt.
went ahead at the end of the first
It was a tired group that took
period 20-14; still led at half, 33- the floor for Rockland against the
30; trailed at the end of the third Fort, and in summing up this game
quarter 45-44 and lost out at the , for the local Tigers, one might say
end 58-54.
"the spirit was willing, but the
Fouls wrecked the Rockland flesh was weak!”
hopes of victory in the fourth quar
Behind 15-13 at the first quarter,
ter as both Dave Deshon and Rockland went ahead and with two
Rickey Smith were lost on five i minutes left in the half were still
fouls, both with more than four j very much In the ball game with
minutes to play. At the time. the score tied at 24-all. Then, the
Rockland was fighting to protect a , roof caved in and four quick baskets
scant two point lead. Caribou re put Fort Fairfield in front at the
turned to the front and remained . half 32-24. a lead which they never
there until the final whistle.
I relinquished.
Leading the Aroostook boys was
Dave Deshon duplicated his fine
Gary Smith with 18 points while performance cf the night before
Deshon had 22 fcr Rockiar.d. 18 in and came up with 22 points while
the first half.
Danny Flanagan found the range
Caribou <58>: Smith, lf 7 <4>. for 15. Pete Gillespie matched DeCote. lf. 4 (2»; Wyman, rf. 3 (2); shon's effort for Fort Fairfield as
Bruner, rf, 1 (6< Cyr, c. 1: Daven he came up with 22 also.
port, lg. 3: Michaud, rg, 2 (2).
Fort Fairfield <64>: Wyman, lf,
Rockland <541: Smith, lf. 1 (2»; 6 (3); Smith, lf; Gillespie, rf. 8 (6»;
Kenniston. lf. 2; Deshon, rf. 9 (4): Bird, rf. (1); Warren, c, 3 (4); GigHooper, c, 4 (3); Alex, c; Flanagan, gey. lg. 2 (It; Fitzgerald, lg; Buslg. 3 (It; Gardiner, rg, 1 (4).
turd. lg. 1 i4); Munsey, rg, 1 (1);
Lapointe, rg. 1.
Rockland i50): Smith If, 2 (I);
THE FAMOUS
Kenniston. lf; Deshon, rf. 9 (4);
Finley, rf; Hooper, c, 1 (1); Rlex.
c; Flanagan, lg, 6 (3); Hanley, lg:
Gardiner, rg, 2 (1); Wotten, rg.
Fcrt Fairfield
15 32 44 6»
Rockland
13 24 33 50
Referees: Stromback. Brewer

Bostonian
Shoes

for men and boy: ore af

Quality

Vinalhaven Hen

Partridge Thrives

Shoe Shop

On B&M Fish Cakes

D. J. CHISHOLM, Proo..

While I do not wish to spread the
impression that Vlnalhaven is a
long way from civilization, the fol-

310 MAIM ST.

ROCKLAND

To get thr most value from your TV investment, make certain
your receiver Is guaranteed for dependable performance ... be
sure vour installation is efficient, safe and complete. The
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc., your Radio and Television dealer since
1926 is vour guide to TV satisfaction. They are at 442-444 Main
St.. Rockland. Maine.
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New 1954 Strunk Chain Saw Here!

Guest Editorial by R. Waldo Tyler
Are you one of thousands who enjoy at this time of year
the legend of Candlemas day, that very middle day of winter
when the ground hog, (we know him better as woodchuck)
is supposed to appear at the entrance of his earthy den and
take a reading on the weather?
There are few handed-down fabrications involving native
wildlife that have captured the imagination of so many
people during recent generations or have been taken for
such serious fact as this simple and totally groundless tra
dition of February 2nd.
Most anything in the way of weather prognostication
appeals to winter-weary folks about this time of year,—but
for downright romance the legend of “groundhog day,” while
blessing our idle moments with its intriguing sophistry, is
all a figment of the stuff from which dreams are made.
Let us be thankful for this momentary mid-winter diver
sion when we can lay aside the realities of the more com
plex side of living and lapse willingly into the childish be
lief of such phantasm.
Let us, even in its admitted impossibility, stop each year
to scan the snow-thatched banks of southern slopes with
hope that Just one round brown head or small standing figure
may be there on this ground-hog day.
As each of us returns again to serious adult realm let us
all regret secretly that this beloved legend is but a myth
while repeating to ourselves its well-known pastoral sally,_
"Just so far as the sun shines in
Just that far will the snow blow in.”
To enjoy these simple and romantic absurdities of rural
folklore is a part of America’s basic humor.

There is an old saw that figures never lie but that liars
sure can figure. With the end of the first month of the
new year this newspaper has been in receipt of loads of
figures, most of them statistics covering the year Just ended,
1953. Some of these figures are amtzing and of general
interest and. we hope, represent the truth, and only the truth,
rather than the truth slightly rearranged to suit the conveni
ence of the figurer. All seem to agree that the year just
behind us was a successful one, one for which we should be
thankful.
One set of statistics was of special interest to us. It
comes from a most reputable source. Among other things
the report states that while the population of the United
States comprises only 6 per cent of the world population it
had 40 per cent of the world s income. Giving some compari
sons, our people had an average income of «1525 per capita,
against $181 ln Russia, $418 ln France, $777 ln the United
Kingdom, <895 in Canada, and $950 in Switzerland, the next
highest after the U. S.
What becomes of the earned money? More than 69
billions of dollars^is in savings accounts in banks; over 21
billions in savings and loan associations; nearly 66 billion
dollars in United States Government securities, and 65 billion
in cash surrender value of life insurance policies.
Surely, the people must have confidence in this country
and its future to hold their wealth for use in the years
to come. One of the surest signs of lack of confidence in a
government is the conversion of money into tangible assets;
this has not happened here.
Other hopeful signs reported in statistics. Church mem
bership is increasing at a rate nearly double the increase in
population. In recent years we have built nearly ten new
churches per day. We have more than 5'i billions of dollars
Invested in churches and religious institutions; 22 billion
dollars in schools and colleges In 1920 our average annual
expenditure per pupil was less than $50; now it is nearly $300
There are more than 32 million students in grammar and
high schools; two and a quarter million in colleges.
We are not bragging but we cannot help but be proud
of this great country of ours when we read such statistics.
All through the life of our nation we have striven to improve
ourselves. Increased knowledge has been followed by an
increase in economic wealth
As long as we have a stable government and as long as
our people participate in this government and in the spiritual,
educational and industrial progress of the United States we
hate nothing to fear. The future should develop even better
statistics than those just presented to our readers.

1953

DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, R & H & Gyro.

1953

PLYMOUTH CAMBRIDGE 4 DOOR, R & H

.............................................................................

1695.00

1952
1952

DODGE MEADOWBROOK 4 DOOR, R & H (Clean, Low Mileage) ...................................................................
DODGE CORONET DIPLOMAT, R & H (A Sport Model Car) ...........................................................................

1595.00
1595.00

1952

DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, R & H

(locally Owned, Clean) ..........................................................................

1595.00

1952

DODGE CORONET CLUB COUPE,

(Light Blue, Clean Car) ...............................................................................

1595.00

1952

PLYMOUTH BUSINESS COUPE, H & D

(We Sold it New) ...............................................................................

1095.00

1952

PLYMOUTH CRANBROOK CONVERTIBLE, R & H (19,000 Miles) ...................................................................

1495.00

1952

CHEVROLET STYLELINE SPECIAL 2 DOOR (2 Tone Blue)

....................................................................................

1275.00

1952

CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE 4 DOOR (Block Finish)

..................................................................................

1395.00

1952

PONTIAC CHIEFTAIN DELUXE 4 DOOR (Good Rubber) .....................................................................................

1595.00

1951

DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, R &

H 4Gyro.

1951

DODGE WAYFARER 2 DOOR, R

& H

1951

PLYMOUTH CAMBRIDGE 4 DOOR, H & D

1951

FORD VICTORIA CLUB COUPE, R & H & FM

1951

FORD CUSTOM "8" 2 DOOR, R & H 4 FM

1951

FORD DELUXE 4 DOOR "8" (One Owner, Low Mileage)

..................................................................................

1951
1951

CHEVROLET FLEETLINE DELUXE 2 DOOR (Nice Rubber)

............

.............................................................................

4

4

1C45.00

(Sport Model) ...........................................................................

1295.00

(2 Tone Green) ...........................................................................

1195.00
1095.00

1095.00

........................................................................

1195.00

OD (Oean and Priced Right) ...........................................................................

1245.00

MERCURY 4 DOOR, R

STUDEBAKER CHAMPION 4 DOOR, H

1951

STUDE3AKER CHAMPION 2 DOOR, H

1950

CHEVROLET SPECIAL 2 DOOR, H

1950

DODGE MEADOWBROOK 4 DOOR, H

1950

1950

DODGE ROADSTER CONVERTIBLE, R 4 H
PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR

1950

BUICK ROADMASTER RIVIERA 4 DOOR

1950

FORD DELUXE "8" 2 DOOR, H

4

D

1949

DODGE CORONET 4 DOOR, R

4

H

1949

DODGE MEADOWBROOK 4 DOOR, H

1949
1949

DODGE WAYFARER 2 DOOR SEDAN,
PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR

1949

PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE CLUB COUPE, R

1949

PONTIAC 2 DOOR, R

1949

DESOTO CUSTOM 4 DOOR, R

......................................................................................

895.00

1949

CAD1LAC 4 DOOR, R 4 H (Come and See This One) .............................................................................
HUDSON COMMODORE "8" 4 DOOR (One Owner Cor) ....................................................................................

1795.00
895.00

CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE COUPE, R 4 H (New Point) ..................................................................................
CHEVROLET FLEETMASTER CLUB COUPE (Mechanically Good) ......................................................................

595.00
675.00

4

4

H

H

4

4

4

Hyd.

4

H

4
4

D

(Small Car, Clean) ...................................................................

995.00

D

(24,000 Miles) ...........................................................................

1095.00

0 (Good Rubber and Clean) ................................................................

4

995.00

(2 Tone, Low Mileage) ...........................................................

1095.00

(Sport Model) ..................................................................................
(Like New)
....................................................................................

745.00
995.00

D

...............................................................................

1295.00

....................................................................................

975.00

4 Gyro. (Like New) .............................................................................
4 D (A Good Clean Car) ...................................................................
R 4 H (Economical to Run) ................................................................

945.00

(One Owner)

(Locally Owned)

(Dark Blue)

4

H

......................................................................................

995.00
845.00
845.00

(Clean Cor) ......................................................................

845.00

(Good Rubber, Like New) .....................................................................

895.00

(2 Tone Paint)

(Big Car At low Cost) .............................................................................

695.00

PACKARD 4 DOOR, R 4 H (New Paint, Good Rubber)
..................................................................................
PONTIAC 4 DOOR SEDAN
(A lot of Miles Loft)
......................................................................................

695.00
695.00

CHEVROLET 2 DOOR, HID (Oean Throughout)
......................................................................................
CHRYSLER 4 DOOR SEDAN (New Paint, New Motor Job) ...............................................................................

695.00
595.00

1947

CHEVROLET CLUB COUPE (New Paint, Locally Owned) ...............................................................................
PONTIAC 2 DOOR SEDAN (A Sharp Looking Car) .........................................................................................
DODGE CUSTOM CLUB COUPE (Now Motor Job, New Paint) ................................. .. ...................................

695.00
595.00

1946

PLYMOUTH SPECIAL DELUXE 4 DOOR, R

H............................................................................................................

450.00

1946

DODGE CUSTOM 4 DOOR, H

(A Good Buy)....................................................................................................

495.00

1946
1946

PONTIAC 4 DOOR SEDAN, R
H....................................................................................................................................
FORD STATIONWAGON (Like New).............................................................................................................................

545.00
495.00

1941

DODGE CUSTOM 4 DOOR SEDAN ..................................................................................................................................

245.00

1941

NASH 4 DOOR SEDAN...................................................................................................................... ................................

195.00

1951

CHEVROLET »/« TON PICK-UP .........................................................................................................................................$ 895.00

1947

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

|

Investment Bankers

§

Established 1854

5
Exchange

2

ON WEDNESDAYS
HOTEL KNOX. THOMASTON
BOGEB B. BAT

K

Member Boston Stock

4-tf

(New Rubber)

1295.00

1095.00

H

Hyd.

4
4

D

4

545.00

TRUCKS
1950

DODGE l’i TON SHORT WHEEL BASE-2 SPE® AXLE

..................................................................................

995.00

1950

DODGE l’/i TON SHORT WHEEL BASE ......................................................................................................................

895.00

1950

CHEVROLET ’/i TON PICK-UP.........................................................................................................................................

795.00

1949

DODGE 2 TON LONG WHEEL BASE.............................................................................................................................

795.00
495.00

1948

CHEVROLET ’/i TON PICK-UP ......................................................................................................................................

1948

MACK 2 TON SHORT WHEQ. BASE ...........................................................................................................................

395.00

1948

DODGE 1W TON...........................................................................................................................................................

495.00

Now That You Have Seen the Prices Come and See the Cars.

Don't Let

the Other Fellow Get the Car You Want.

53 EXCHANGE STREET
POBTLAND, MAINE

Rockland, Maine

.....................................................................................

1951

1947

For social items ln The CourierGazette. Phone 1044. City.
tf

(One Owner Car) ......................................................................

(A Real Buy)

CHEVROLET STYLELINE DELUXE 4 DOOR (Clean Throughout)

OIOS 4 DOOR, R

hardly believe his eyes. He then
carried her down to the fish plant
wherewith the assistance of half the
crew, a nice warm cage and some
B&M fish cakes, she soon re
turned to normal. As soon as the
storm abated, she was released
back to her native haunts, but
Superintendent Burgess is hoping
the smell of those B &M fish cakes
will bring her back to visit him
some day.
O. V. Drew.

(One Owner) .......................................................................... $1995.00

(Low Mileage)

1951

1949

Priced from $229.00 up

342 Park Street

For social items ln The CourierOazette. Phone 1044. City
tt

PASSENGER CARS

ONE SURE-FIRE ANSWER TO COMMUNISM

lowing story will illustrate that;
there is still some wild life to be
found here. During the bad snow
storm of Jail. 28, Hollis Burgess,
superintendent of the Burnham
and Morrill fish plants in Vinal
haven, desired to pick up his mail
before reporting at the plant.
Imagine his surprise when about to
enter the postoffice he discovered a
hen partridge crouched down or.
the door ol the entrance apparently
confused by the storm and seeking
shelter. Picking the little lady up
ln his arms, he showed her to Post
master O. V. Drew, who could

broke loose in the fourth for 21
points, while holding Waldoboro to
12, to win going away.
Spark for this fourth period up
rising was reserve center Leo Ri
vard, who cashed ln 11 points lor
his night's work. Rivard was the
only man to score ln the double
figures ln the game which saw only
23 goals made from the floor, a
very low total for present day
basketball.
The undefeated Camden lassies
kept right on rolling by posting a
57-36 decision over Waldoboro. The
victory was Camden's, eighth conse
cutive Knox-Lincoln League con
quest.
Camden (47): Dinsmore, lf, (1);
Wheaton, lf; Whitehouse, lf. 3 (1);
Christie, rf, (2); Dean, rf: Hama
lainen, c, 2 (3); Rivard, c. 3 (5);
Blake, lg, 2; Leonard, lg. 2; Knight,
lg, (1); Davis, rg, 4 (1); Arau. rg,
(1).
Waldoboro <36>: Johnson, lf, 1
(6); Sukeforth, lf; Wallace, rf, 1
(6); Jones, rf, (1); Levensaler, c,
2 <3<; Heald, c; Cook, lg, 1 3); Hil
ton, lg; Bangs, lg; Webber, rg, 3
(1); Hoody, rg.
Camden
10 16 26 47
Waldoboro
•
7 17 24 36
Referee: Biggers.

MID WINTER SALE

DOUBLE THE POWER AND TWICE THE CUTTING SPEED

EMIL RIVERS, Inc.

Tuuday-Thursday-Saturday

3

We Are Open From 7.00 A. M. to 8.00 P. M. 7 Days a Week.

Payments To Meet Your Purse.

Locally Bank Financed.

HAROLD C. RALPH
ROUTE 1

WALDOBORO, MAINE
13-15

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, February 2, 1954

TALK OF THE TOWN

Coming Events
IBocUU and community events
are aoliclted for this calendar. All
are bee and spaoe here cannot be
purchased.
Strictly commercial
affairs, aalea, suppers, dances, can
not be accepted. The decision of
the editor ls final.]

Five new members have been en
rolled in the South Thomaston
Lions Club in the past month.
They are: Raymond Rackliff, Wal
ter Drinkwater, Jr., Norman Drinkwater, Jr., Alton Knowlton, and
Parker Jackson

Feb. 3—Area High School Discus
sion with Mark Shibles and Wil
liam Bailey, Union P.TA, at
Thompson Memorial
Feb. 4—Methebesec Club meets at
Farnsworth Art Museum

Second Lt. Harold W. Look, Jr.,
USAF, has been transferred from
Sampson Air Force Base in New
York to Parker Air Field in Plea
santon, Calif., where he reports on
Feb. 4—Emblem Club initiation Feb. 11. He has been assigned to
and Installation at Elks Home., .
Feb. 4-7 — Bates College Winter the Au" PollceCarnival weekend.
Feb. 3—National Boy Scout Week
The American Legion and the
Observance
American Legion Auxiliary held a
Feb. 8-7—State of Maine Jumping.
Cross-Country and Combined dance Friday, Jan. 30, and netted a
Ski events, Rumford.
sum of $125 to be given to the
Feb. 10—BPW Club meeting, Farns March of Dimes Drive
worth Museum.
Feb. 10—Lincoln Dinner of Repub
The Rockland Rifle and Pistol
licans at Snow Bowl
Peb. 10—Rockland District Maine Club will hold a supper for memDiocesan Council of Catholic perg at the range in the IOOF
Women meets at Thomaston in building at 6.30 Thursday evening.
St. James Parish Hall.
Feb. 11—'The Rockland Extension
Association will meet in the
Directors of the Maine Seafoods
American Legion Home.
Festival, meeting Friday evening,
Feb. 12—W.C.TU. will meet with voted to extend full directorships
SSin^T5 Y0Ung' 100 NOrlh t0
representatives of each of

A special meeting of the Tyler |
P TA was called Friday evening (
by the President Sebastian Groder,
to make plans for the annual
P.T.A. fair to be held at the school ■
on Friday, March 19. Mrs. Law
rence Lord and Mrs. Frank Win
chenbach were appointed co-chair
men of the affair Chairmen for
the various booths will be named
I
and plans for the Fair will be com- I
| pleted at the next regular PTA i
meeting on Feb. 8.

A meeting of all local chairmen, '
area chairmen and district leaders 1
directing the coming finance cam
paign for Coast District. Pine Tree
Council, Boy Scouts of America. •
will be held at 2 p m., on Wednes- i
day, Feb. 3 in Rcckland, at the
Knox County Courthouse, in the
Civil Defense headquarters. The
procedure to be followed in each
community will be outlined, and all (
will have a chance to meet the fl- i
nance men of other communities
in the district.

The 19th anniversary of the Al
bert H. Newbert Association will be
celebrated Friday evening at the ;
Masonic Temple. The annual re- j
ports will be given and election of'
officers held. In charge of the sup
per will be Mrs. Bertha Borgerson.
peb 14-10— Youth Gospel Crusade the six women's clubs associated Mrs. Laura Maxey, Mrs. Helen
Meetings at the First Baptist with the Festival. Previously, the Bean, and Mrs. Golden Munroe.
Church each night
12 women club representatives seFeb. 18 — Women's Educational ......
. .. .
The Tonian Circle of the UniClub meets ln Farnsworth Mu-jlected two of their number to servc
seum.
as full directors. The interest versalist Church meets Wednesday
Feb. 19—Methebesec Club meets shown by the women's clubs, and night at the home of Mrs. Pauline
with Mrs. Joseph Dondis,
the splendid work done by their MacWilliams at Chestnut street.
Beech street.
Feb. 21-22—The 41st Annual East members in Festival operations
The Rainbow Girls will hold in
ern Dog Show, Mechanics Bldg., prompted directors to take the
Boston.
step which was unanimously en stallation ceremonies Sunday aft
Peb. 24—BPW Club Meeting, Farns dorsed by the meeting Friday.
ernoon at 3 o’clock at the Masonic
worth Museum
Temple. Miss Dianne Merrill, retir
Peb. 26—Frances Willard Day, pro
South Thomaston Lions will pre- ing worthy advisor, will officiate as
gram and tea
March 3—Ash Wednesday, Lent j sent two one act plays by the Knox installing officer. She will be as
begins.
Theatre Guild at the Grange Hall sisted by Miss Barbara Whitehill
March 5—Temperance Day in the Friday evening.
The shows will as recorder, Miss Rae Clark as
Schools.
: benefit the Community Betterment marshal, and Miss Sylvia Sulides
THE WEATHER
IPund'
The Players will present as chaplain. Members of the East
This is the day of chronological ^. N'«ht Caroline" and ‘'One ern star, the Masonic fraternity,
and parents and friends, are in
mid-winter and while the first half Of Us
Show Ume ls 8 15
vited to attend. An informal re
w-as lively it has been in no sense
Camden is ahead of last year in ception and refreshments will fol
of the word disastrous. Colder and its polio drive collections by better
low the installation ceremony.
rougher than last year, but right than $500. according to Nathan C.
well behaved as winters go—mod Fuller, Polio Foundation county
An overheated oil stove in the
erately cold at the moment, tem chairman. An even greater figure home of Lawrence Orcutt at 17
perature in the thirties yesterday. is expected when the reports are Warren street called out firemen
A little more snow due right away finally made Wednesday.
at 10 40 Friday evening. There
it is said. Ground Hog Day today
_____
was no damage to the property.
and Waldo Tyler expresses our ! The Maine Maritime Academy
sentiments on this subject admir- training ship State of Maine
Jesse Linscott, 7, 219 Talbot ave
ably in his guest editorial. Ler- I docked in Castine Monday after- nue, was struck by a taxi operated
mond's Cove is still ice bound, very noon after an overhaul period in by Richard Lawry of Rockland at
slippery walking most everywhere 1 Portland the past month. The an- the junction of Talbot avenue and
Driving o. k. American Boy Scouts nual cadet cruise to the Caribbean Broadway at 1255 p. m. Monday.
founded Feb. 8, 1910, and still going !
expected to start Friday,
Police renort that the child' was
great gums. More power to ’em.
_____
waiting at the roadside and started
-----------------j A car operated by Harry Hans- across the street after a truck
Members of the League of Worn- com, 70, of Warren, was damaged passed and ran ino the side oi the
en Voters of Rockland planning 1 in a collision with a city snow plow taxi. He was treated at Knox Hos
to attend the Union P.TA. Panel j on Union street near the railroad pital by Dr. Charles D. North for
on an “Area High School" Wed- ' station at 3.15 p. m. Saturday. The bruises on the right arm and shoul
nesday evening, Feb. 3. UH£. at . plow truck, a 1947 Ford, was oper- der, and released to his home.
8 o'clock are requested to contact ated by Walter Wotton, 45, of 15
Mrs. Louis Cates at 562-W. Mrs. Otis street. Ice conditions on the
One Year Ago
Diana Pitts, Chairman on Educa street were blamed for the acciDamage
was
slight.
tion ,of the Rockland League will 1 dent,
One year ago: Mrs. Grace Ben
be a member of the panel.
ner and daughter Lillian McLain
Thieves smashed a window in the of Orff’s Corner were murdered by
A Chrysler sedan, the .property I pleasant street Bakery some time Dennis McLain, who then commit
of Maurioe Sawyer of Thomaston Saturday night to enter the build ted suicide—Mothers’ March fo"
was damaged in a collision in ing and steal $693 from the cash Polio was ready to go—Maurice
Thomaston Saturday with a car drawer. Police are investigating Ginn oi Rockland died at the age
operated by Robert Winslow of the break which was reported at of 67—-Ninety friends and neigh
Thomaston. Winslow was ordered 1020 a. m., Sunday by Charles bors presented gift to Knox Hos
pital in honor of Dr. Hahn—Mr.
to court by Chief George Shaw of Fairweather, the bakery owner.
and Mrs. L. E. Blackington cele
the Thomaston police on charges
Mrs. Clyde L. Pierpont of Tho brated golden, wedding—Lloyd's
of driving with out a license.
maston was treated at Knox Hos Pharmacy opened for business in
pital Saturday for facial cuts re
new stcre at 428-430
TOO LATE TO OLASSIFY ceived in a collision at the Junction handsome
Main street—Warren Lions Club
THE Best in second-hand Cloth of Broadway, Cedar and North scored great hit with auction—
ing and other items for sale. UP Main streets shortly after noon Capt. Benjamin Dunton, master of
TON'S THRIFT Shop, Camden.
John Powell of Portland, a sales "big steam,” is honored by Thc
14 16 man, was ordered to court Monday
Courier-Gazette — Twelve Knox
SIX-Room single House on Bel as a result of the accident in which County Maine Maritime Academy
videre St.. Rockland for sale, land he passed the stop sign as he pro
boys were enroute to Trinidad on
starts 20 feet back of Bee Line Ga
rage, and runs clear through to ceeded down North Main street to cruise ship Empire State—Laura
Pleasant Street, almost a whole be struck by the Pierpont car, tow Flanders, infant daughter of Mr,
street of land, the price is right, ing a small trailer loaded with and Mrs. Albert A. Flanders acci
and will take a mortgage for part, Household goods, and proceeding dentally suffocated—City of Reekthis place would make someone a north on Broadway. The Powell
land presented annual report.
good home. HAROLD B. KALER.
panel truck went into a ditch on
Washington, Maine. Tel. 5-25.
CARD OF THANKS
14-19 North Main street south of Broad
I wish to thank Dr. Jameson,
way, damaging a fence on the pro
Dr. Lawry, Dr. Donald Brown and
perty of William Fifieid.
GAME PARTY
ali the nurses for their kindness
and excellent care during my stay
EVERY FRIDAY
DIED
at Knox Hospital. I also wish to
At 7.36 P. M.
Aegesen—At Newark. N J . Jan. thank all the people who so
TOWER ROOM
31, Miss Katherine C. Aagesen of thoughtfully sent me the lovely
COMMUNITY BUILDING
Spruce Head, age 72 years. Fu cards, gifts and flowers.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
neral Wednesday at 2 p. m. from
Mrs. Dora Gmail,
16-T&Th-tf the Davis Funeral Home in Thom
Vinalhaven, Me.
14-lt
aston with Rev. Alfred J Wilson
officiating.
Burial
in
the
Village
;WS3«3SMW3SMHEMSJKSJ«3BSSjaK?
CARD OF THANKS
Cemetery in Thomaston in the
I wish to express my sincere
spring.
thanks to my friends and neigh
bors for their gifts, cards and
fiowers during my stay at Knox
You ran secure helpful*
Hospital.
BURPEE
Mrs. Jennie Anderson,
i
Vinalhaven.
14-lt

Funeral Home
Established 1830

AMBULANCE SERVICE
TEL. 390

11« LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
B
12-UlJ
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funeral information?
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from ua without placing
yourself under the slight
est obligation.
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Color In Home

Bishop Loring Confirmed 19 Sunday

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere
thanks to the nurses who were so
kind to me while I was a patient
at Knox Hospital and to Dr. Free
man Brown for his care. Also
tne Methodist Church lor the
flowers, Rev Merle Conant for his
many
visits.
Penobscot View
Grange for the basket of fruit, Mr
Sidelinger for his many acts of
kindness and to all who remem
bered me with cards.
14*lt
Norman Crockett.

Bulletin Free

To All Women

it seem smaller. Also, east snd
south rooms need cool colors, such
as blue and green. West snd
north rooms need the heat whicb
can be imagined from yellows snd
reds.

Maine homemakers are now re
ceiving fopies of the newest bulle
tin of the Agricultural Extension Coast Guard
Service of the University of Maine.
Written by Mrs. Pauline E. Lush. Wants Men For
| home management specialist, it's
Rockland Base
, Bulletin 435. “Color in the Home.'
Maine residents interested in
The United States Coast Guard
this new publication covering Recruiting Office has embarked on
, colors, color plans, and color a recruiting drive to enlist as many
I tricks
in
home
decoration recruits as possible for the Organi may obtain free copies. They need i^ed Reserve, especially for the
; only contact Home Demonstration Training Units at Southwest HarAgeni Winifred Ran sdell at the bo- Rockland and South Portland,
i County Extension Service office in
Men are especially desired bethe Rockland Post Office building, tween thc
of 17 and Jg
or write to the Bulletin Office officers and men with former mllI Agricultural
Extension Service. itary service, either Navy or Coast
University of Maine, Orono.
Ouard. are also greatly needed. Due
"Color in the Home” is 12 pages to the newly lowered physical qual
long and is illustrated with several ifications, there are no require
j drawings and photographs. Meet ments for teeth, color blindness, or
ings on this subject are being held
sight. In addition, the mental qual
by most of the 450 local women's
ifications have been lowered.
Extension
Association
groups
Reservists are afforded the oppor
throughout Maine this year.
:s tunity to request active duty when
"Color is everywhere, therefore it
called by the draft. For the fur
is most important in diecorating
thering of both education and em
The confirmation class and clergv at St. John's Church in Thomaston Sunday. Left to right in front your home." explains Mrs. Lush in
Annie L. Watts, Barbara J. Philbrook. Stella G Sawyer and Marv E. Cullen. In bark, left to right. the opening paragraph of Bulle ployment trained instructors and
Arthur C. Frieder. Bishop Loring and Rev. E. O. Ken von.
Photo by Culler tin 435 "The appearance of the correspondence courses offer the
Reservist the ultimate in up-to-date
Bishop Oliver L. Loring of the
Receiving the sacrament in the were Arthur C. Frieder of St size nr shape of a room may be
methods and equipment. Interested
morning
ceremonies
were:
Herbert
changed
by
the
choice
of
colors.
George.
Stella
G.
Sawyer.
Barbara
Episcopal Diocese of Maine per
persons should apply to: RecruitIt
may
look
larger
or
smaller
ac

M
Waldron.
Richard
L
Smith.
J. Philbrook, Annie L. Watts and
formed the rite of confirmation up
i ing Officer, U. S. Coast Guard Recording to the color used.”
John R. Peters. Andrew J. Rich Mary E. Cullep.
on two classes of candidates in
The Extension bulletin explains'CruiUng SUUon' 14 LUbon streetardson, James A. Smith. Mary H.
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon of Rock
that light walls make a room iLewlstonKnox Oounty Sunday.
Ladd. Virginia L Barrett, Harriet land is rector of both parishes.
The first confirmation was held E. McKiel, Mary L. Soule, Elva M.
A reception for those confirmed seem larger and dark walls make I If you think enough of a job to
at St. Peter's Church in Rockland Legage, Betty Economy, Priscilla Sunday was held in the Knox Ho
! accept it—think enough of your
at 9.30 a. m„ and the second in i Smith. Margaret Neeson, and Bev- tel in Thomaston following the he held various offices and chair self to do your best work.
St. John’s in Thomaston at 4 o’clock ; ehly a. Luce.
services at St. John's Church in manships Including serving as
chairman of the NCAA constitu
in the afternoon.
! Those confirmed at Thomaston the afternoon.
For social items ln The Courlertional compliance committee. This rts zette Phone 1044. City
tf
fessor of Commercial Law. who B S. degree and received an LL.B. committee drew up the new famed
New Tufts V. P.
served as general chairman of the degree from Northeastern Univer- "sanity code.” responsible for the
RICHARDS RADIO TELEVISION
Tufts Second Century Fund, has ' sity Law School in 1932. He was encouragement of the amateur
Helped Break
Sales and Service
spirit
in
athletics
among
the
col

been elected to the newly-created admitted to the practice of law be
post of Vice President for Devel fore the US. District Oourt and leges of tiie nation. He is also a All Work and Parts Guaranteed
Eisenhower's Leg
THOMASTON
opment, it is announced by Arthur the Massachusetts Supreme Judi past president of the Association
TEL. 151 I
cial Court in 1923. and is a mem- I of New En«land C°;leK<?s for Con- 125 MAIN ST.
J.
Anderson,
president
of
the
Col

W
129-T&Th-tf
ber
of
the
American
and
Middlefer€W:e
011
Athletics
lege board of trustees
In explaining Vice President sex Bar Associations.
Houston's duties in his new post,
He was graduated from Methuen
President Nils Y. Wessell stated High School and from Dean Acad- I
CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
that his chief concern will be with emy before entering Tufts Col
RANGE AND FUEL OIL
fund raising and that his office lege and as a Tufts undergradu
alto will concern itself with the ate was an all-star varsity foot
MARITIME OIL CO.
co-ordination of alumni affairs ball olayer. He ‘played football
14-tf
and public relations particularly as in the Tufts game against West
they relate to fund raising.
Point In which President Eisen
"Professor Houston’s phenome hower broke his leg.
nal success in directing the cam
He served as a captain in the
paign of voluntary workers which 18th Infantry of the American Ex— BID NOTICE —
resulted in the reaching of the peuitionary Forces during World
Second Century Fund's goal of War I and was decorated for brav
The Knox County Commissioners will receive bids for
$4200.000 two years ago when thc ery alter being seriously wounded
a year's supply of Bunker C Oil for the Court House.
college celebrated its centennial in action.
year notably qualifies him for the
Joining the Tufts faculty in 1920.
Bids must be in by February 15.
development program which will he seived as chairman of the Tufts
mark the college's second century Physical Education Department
The Commissioners reserve the right to reject any
Clarence P.
Houston,
newlvwhile also teaching law subjects.
of progress," Dr' Wessell stated.
elected Vice President for Devel
and all bids.
A native of Virgil. S. D., Vice He won national recognition for
opment at Tufts College.
President Houston was graduated his leadership in the National Col14-18
from Tufts College in 1914 with a \ iegiate Athletic Association, where
Clarence P Houston, Braker pro-

BEAUTY TREATMENT THAT GIVEY

19% MORE VISIBUITY
New back-swept windshield on all 1954 Buicks

big

modern «

ahead.

Even the price
is sensational!
you look at it, you can see a lot of

A what makes this new

1954 Buick

But what you

88
only $2302
buys this

can't see is the rest of

the sensational automobile that’s yours

Special so sensational.

for thc low price shownAere.

You can sec the long, low, sleek and

The

ultra-glamorous lines that add up to

Special’s brand-new V8 engine. The

spectacular

power

BUICK VB

DELIVERED
LOCALLY!

1954 Special 2-Door, 6-Passenger Sedan
of

this

the biggest automotive styling change

honest six-passenger roominess. Thc

in years.

truly modern interior luxury. The

Model 48D (illustrated)
•Optional oqwpinont. accessories, slate ond local loxes, it one.
additional. Prices may vary slightly in adjoining communities due
to shipping charges. All prices subject to change without notice.

superb new handling ease. The sub
You can see thc remarkable new wind
shield with the back-swept corners—

greatest visibility improvement since

lime comfort of Buick’s famed Million

Dollar Ride—now steadied even more
by

a

newly

developed

front-end

closed cars came on the market.
I
And of course you can see the price—

thc local delivered price —which is

headline news, too.

geometry.

Fact is, there’s so much that’s terrific
about this new glamor car, you ought

to drop in and give it a really thorough

For that, as a shopping tour will tell

study and sampling.

you, is just a few dollars more than

That way you’ll prove to yourself that

those of the so-called "low-price

the buy—and the thrill—of thc year is

three.’’

Buick. Come in this week, won’t you?

Funeral Home
CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

Plane and Hotel

Reservations

CLAYT BITLER
Wants to See YOU About

PHONE 701

PHONE 563-R

GOOD/iEAB

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

1-K

ROCKLAND TRAVEL BUREAU
78-T-tf

-WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT BUICK WILL BUILD THEM-

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, Inc.
7X2 MAIN STREET

TIRES
i-T-tf

" -4'

TELEPHONE 1OOO-W

ROCKLAND, MAINE

I
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Fag* Foot

accomplishments.

Telephone Temple 2-9201

ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no book
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MI ST BE PAID FOR
as received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Lino.

FOR SALE

TO LET

FOR Sale: Circulating Heater,
poai. v.ood. oil. To be moved at
once: need garage space. Bargain.
CHARLES T. SMALLEY. 417 Main
St. Tei. 138. City__________ 13*lt
FOUR-Ft. Hard Wood for sale,
dry and green. TEL. 1576-W2.
13'15

HOSPITAL Beds for rent, rea
sonable rate, also folding wheel
chairs. UNITED HOME SUPPLY
CO.. 579 Main St. Tel. 939 Rock
land.
55 and 61-EOT
TWO room, unfurn. Apt. to let,
priv. bath. priv. ent., kit. utilities,
clean, matured adults references:
87 N. MAIN ST., 2d floor.
14*16

TWO-Room Furnished Apt. to
let.
Adults only; 57 PACIFIC
' ST.. City.
14'16
FURNISHED three-room Apt to
let. Kitchenette and bath, heat
ed. Adults only. TEL 519-J.
13-15
AFTER Feb. 1. Main St. Office
for rent. TEL. 1545.
13-15
APT to let, four rooms and bath.
! Stove in kitchen at 17 Main 3t.,
I Thomaston, also three-room Apt..
! oartly heated, wdth stove at 610
Main St., Rockland. TEL. 105,1-R
13*15
SINGLE House to let, 5 Rock
’and St. SHAFTER. Tel. 1002.
12tf
! FOUR-Rm. furn. Apt. to let at
32 Beech St. TEL. 1328 or 426.
lltf
! SEVEN-Room House to let at 33
Spring St., hot water heater, ex
cellent condition. TEL. 8833.
12*14
FOUR-Room
Modern
Apart
ment to let. with garage. Adults
preferred. TEL. 710.
9tf
FURNISHED Apts, to let. Northend locations. Inquare 11 JAMES
ltf
SIMPLEX 16 mm. Movie Projec ST.. In Person.
SATED ana anheated furn.
tor, good condition, one film in
cluded. Price $50 R. S. JORDAN. \pts to 'el v F STUDLEY Tl
”
6 KeEey Lane, city.
11*14 nqrV at Tels «O«0 «nd 1394
WOOD Lot on Beechwood street
REAL ESTATE
for sale. H. VINAL, Tel. Thomas
ton 300 or 57-11.
11*13
A't 43 Knox St., Thomaston, 9
POUR White China Geese and rm. House for sale, with bath, and
Gander for sale, priced right. central heat. Barn attached. Acre
MAYNARD LEACH. Tel. Warren of land. Price $6500. SECURITY
145-2.______________________ 11-13 EIE4L ESTATE CO. Dorothy
WE have a few cords of nice dTy Dietz, Camden 2117 or 8807. 14-16
wood left. C. R. WALLACE &
CCTTAGE for sale, 7 rooms and
SON. Tel. Warren 55.
11—13 bath, all on one floor, hot and cold
AKC Registered Scottie Puppies running water. 1 acre land. EDDIE
for sale.' MARION PODKOWA. MIRANDlA, Beech Hill Road,
14*16
Cali Warren 55 days, Warren 50-11 Rockport.
nights.
11-13
The former Malcolm Seavey Co.
MAPLE BreakTast Set lor sale. Property, building and 485 feet of
$25; Antique Finish Oak Dining land, on Georges River, in Thom
Room Tabe and 4 chairs $25, aston. Price $1200 or will trade for
Beautiful China Closet, $35; Mapie a small lobster boat give or take
Chair. $8' 2 dining room Sets 20 the difference. HAROLD V. SEA
and $50; What-not $12; Book-case. VEY, owner, 420 Boylston St.. Bos
12*15
$8; Hall Table. $6; Long Parlor ton, Mass.
Table $6; set of Dishes, $15; and
other articles for sale. ELSIE J CAMDEN—3 or 4 bedrooms, ex
WALLACE. Tei. Warren 55.
cellent condition inside and out.
11-13 Features are new copper plumbing,
WHITE
Enamel
Oil-burning 2 yr. old automatic hot water heat,
Kitchen Range, elec, pump and oil new electric hot water heater, storm
barreil for sale. TEL. 1174-R.
windows all over incl. 8 alum, com
11*13 bination windows Large level lot
near schools. $950. down, about $67
'
FOR SALE
POR the best Aluminum Com monthly, lncl. taxes and ins.
bination Storm Doors and Screens, CAMDEN—5 room' apartment 1st
and Aluminum Combination Win floor, 4 room apartment second
dows, on the market at any price. floor. Every room freshly painted
Cash or terms.
E.T. LONG, 113 and papered. Near schools and
Camden St. Tel. 1503._________4tf stores. Hot water automatic heat.
ONE used Glenwood Dual Oil i $1400 down, about $70 monthly.
and Gas Range for sale. McLOON CAMDEN—7 room' modern ranch
HOME AND AUTO SUPPLY. 11 | type, tastefully decorated. Large
Park St.__________________ 142tf J landscaped lot, outdoor fireplace,
picnic area, excellent view of Bay.
ALUMINUM Combination Storm Terms.
Windows, for sale. Eagle picher,
triple slide, self storing. Guaran WARREN — 3 bedrooms, freshly
teed by Good Housekeeping. HOW painted, new roof, redecorated
ARD KENNISTON. 29 Gay St. Tel throughout. Automatic hot water
heat. Convenient location. $500
441-J__________________ 118tf
down, about $55 monthly incl. taxes
BABY Parrakeets Full line of and insurance.
parrakeet
foods and
mineral
57 HIGH STREET
health grit. GRACES GARDENS
Mrs. Charles A Swift, 9 Booker I
TEL. 2651
St Thomaston Tel 374
77tf
Venetian

Blinds—Window

Shades

All Colors and Styles
Free installation and estimates !
Tel 939 UNITED HOME SUPPLY
CO.. 579 Main St.. City
ltf

Ihitehall

realty co.

CAMDEN • MAINE

14-15

IN Friendship Village, 8 room
House for sale, central hot water
heating. Bam and garage, nearly
ANNALS of Warren, 1877 edi an acre of land DR. RICHARD
tion wanted. Will pay $3 for a WATERMAN________________ 129tf
copy.
Write EINO LAMPINEN,
Warren.
14*16
Management
Sales
EXPERIENCED Waitress want
CHARLES E. BICKNELL, II
ed at PARAMOUNT RESTAU
RANT. Night shift only. Apply
Real Estate Broker
between 9 a m-2 p m
14-’6
TELEPHONE 1647
TEAM or Trac:cr io >o-u
88 SUMMER ST.
ROCKLAND
wanted. CALL 1576-W2.
13*15 j
Rentals
Appraisals

WANTED

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

j

Listings Wanted Anywhere In

Knox County
Due to a re-organization of our
7-tf
bus.n.rs. an unusual opportunity
has arisen for a man and his son
to sub-lease and operate a good
business. Some automotive and:
JAMES S. COUSENS
merchandising knowledge would be (
Licensed Real Estate Broker
helpful. TEL. Rockland 1635 for
appointment.
12-14
Business Opportunities
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
A TEAMSTER and 2 men want- |
er to work in saw mill. Lot ln So 17$ MAVERICK ST.
TEL. 1538
Bristol. Contact H N. MILLER
35-tf
W«EWiO!«KWmxXXXXX3
& SON, Belfast. TeL 779-W5
________________________ 9-14
CLAMS wanted Top prices.
SIMS' LOBSTER POUND. Spruce
Head.
128tf
IF you want the best auto body
and fender work, come to ROWL
ING'S GARAGE, 778 Main Street.
Rockiand.
IRON. Steel. Metal, Rags and I
SOCIAL ITEMS
Batteries wanted. MORRIS GOR
APPRECIATED
DON h SON. 6 Leland St Tel
1>3-W.______________________ 98tf
Write or Telephone
DON'T discard your old or
1044 or 770
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re
The Courier-Gazette
finishing; 48 Masonic St. Tel
63-aw

1106-M.

ltf

Mrs. Freeman Bowden of Blue
Hill is visiting her brother, A. D.
Grey.
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Vannah and
children and Mrs. Lillian Vannah
have been in Portland visiting.
Mrs. Mary Hall of Newcastle is
visiting her grandparents, Mr and
Mrs. Harold Perry.
Mrs. Philip Cohen. Mr. and Mrs
Anthony Abbotoni, Mrs. Laura
Genthner w’ere In Portland Wed
nesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Verge of
Melrose. Mass., and Mrs. Lueila
Mason were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Linwood Palmer.
W. H. Crowell’s store is closed on
account of illness in the family.
Mr. and Mrs. Lexton Mank and
Maude Mank called on Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Dean recently.
Mrs. Thomas Bragg is confined to
her home with the mumps.
A. D. Grey, realtor, announced
today that the William Babcock
place on Main street had been pur
chased by Asa B. Kimball of Madi
son, and that Mr. Kimball, his wife
and two daughters of school age.
would move In soon. Mr. Kimball,
a graduate of Bowdoin College, will
represent the Metropolitan Life In
surance Company in this area. Mrs.
Kimball, a graduate of the Univer
sity of Maine, is a former teacher.

NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 16-4

Mr. and Mrs. L. Donald Stone
and young son Leon Robert, who
for several weeks have been with
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Mayo ln Thomaston, returned
home on Tuesday.
Gerald Grant of Rockland and
Larry Barns of Saco were ln town
Monday to attend the Lions Club
at Nebo Ledge.
Golden MacDonald who has
spent the past few weeks ln Chica
go. at the homes of his daughters,
and in Massachusetts with relatives
has returned.
He reports his
father, James MacDonald, much
improved.
David Wooster who has had em
ployment in Dayton, Ohio, since
leaving the U. S. Service about two
years ago, is at the home of his pa
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Emery H.
Wooster, Sr.
Rev. and Mrs. George R. Merriam
and Lloyd F. Crockett spent Wed
nesday and Thursday in Rockland.
Fred Greenlaw of Vinalhaven
who suffered a chest injury recently
from a falling tree, has improved,
even though suffering from an at
tack of shingles which hasn’t im
proved. Mr. Greenlaw was bom in
North Haven so has many friends
here. Your correspondent had the
shingles five years ago. and some
days still wonders “is she over
them."
Ira Whitmore has been under the
doctor’s care the past week or more.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Greenlaw
lost their pet dog this past week
from pneumonia. George Beverage
and Herbert Parson's families have
recently lost their dogs.

Electric Products Company of
Waldoboro, will be presented Wed
nesday night at a meeting of the
Warren Lions Club.
Committees named for the stat
ed meeting of Ivy Chapter. OES,
Friday night are refreshments.
Mrs. Marion McCluskey, Mrs. Avis
Norwood, and Mrs. Flora McKellar, and program. Mrs. Mildred
White.
Capt. Thatcher Guest

Captain Herbert Thatcher of the
Salvation Army Rockland, wil! b»
guest, speaker Thursday night at a
meeting of the Baptist Men’s
Porum which will be heid at the
Montgomery rooms. Special music
will feature the quartet, composed
of the following members: Harry
Stred, Roger Teague, Raymond
Pendleton, Sr., and Rev. Bruce P.
Cummings.

i*
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Woman's Club Program

GLEN COVE
Miss Betty Jewel was overnight
guest Saturday of her grandmother,
Mrs. Alton Wincapaw.
Young mothers braved the tem
perature last Thursday to go out
on the March of Dimes for Polio.
Mrs. Ruth Barrows, chairman, re
ports that $100 was collected in 30
minutes.
The Jolly Five Club of Warren
ton street was entertained Wednes
day night at the home of Mrs. Al
ton Wnicapaw. Refreshments were
served.
Mrs. Cora Hall who is a patient
at the Camden Community Hos
pital is much improved.
Herbert Gregory is a patient at
the Knox Hospital.
Sidney Stinson, a patient at the
Knox Hospital, is making satis
factory recovery.

L*w

While the woods crews were at work, there was plenty of
activity at the Wiley household as Mrs. Ruth Wiley, with the
assistance of Mrs. Martha Campbell, prepared a dinner of home
« baked beans, brown bread, salad and all the fixings. After a
’J morning of hard work getting the meal ready, they saw it dis
appear in minutes as the hungry crew gave approval of the skills
of the cooks by cleaning the platter clean.
Volunteers included Cliff Allen, Rockland; John Keinanen,
John Fitch, Lindley Wiley, Alton Gammon, Ernest Campbell, Ernest
Castner, Benjamin Barbour, Merrill Payson, William Payson, Ben
jamin Perry, Stanley Gracie, Alford Wilev, Richard Howard, Teddy
Howard, David Howard, Harold Moore, Elbert Starrett and Stanley
Gracie. Capt. John Young joined in despite his 80 years and did
a good chore.
Two extremes in logging procedures were evident in the
woods operation Sunday. On one hand, oxen were used to haul
the wood out to the road, while the latest in logging equipment,
power chain saws, were used in felling and cutting up the trees.
Alf Wiley is proud of his oxen and has used the animals in
farm work for many years, preferring them to horses in woods
work. A second pair are in his barn and he often uses them in
a four animal hitch.
Mr, Grade's reaction to his neighbors' kindness hasn't been
recorded but he must be more sure than ever now that Warren
people are kindly, friendly people, always ready to help out the
other fellow—on example he has set for decades.

Make Huge Ex*
pansion In '54

51-T-tf

EGGS & CHICKS
CLEMENTS CHICKS: Hardy, I
"Maine-Bred" to increase your egg
or meat profits.
Red’ Rocks
(Black Pullets). Rhode Island :
Reds, Barred Rocks, White Leg
horns. White Rocks, Dominant
White Rock - New Hampshire '
Crosses. Sex-Link Cockerels. MatneU. S APPROVED. PULLORUM
CLEAN. Order Early—Write for
prices.
CLEMENTS
CHICKS,
INC,, Route 33. Winterport, Me.

hP

K

Pontiac Will

TeL 939

BABY Chicks: We have recently
added 15,000 egg capacity to our
hatchery to help meet the great
increase in demand for our chicks
A few more orders for our sex-link
pullets can be accepted for last
of February, March and April
Cockerels available anytime at 5c.
White Rocks, straight run 18c
No tremors in our chicks during 14
years ln business Sold out on
black pullets until Feb. 20. WIL
MOT DOW HATCHERY, Waldo
boro. TeL 91-L
153-18

it was completed.
Alf Wiley gave the standing timber and supplied his ox team
to bring the four foot lengths out to the main road. An even
dozen cutters went into the wood lot early Sunday morning, and
were joined by almost another dozen after dinner.
Chain sows made short work of felling and cutting up the
logs while volunteers split the sticks and piled them on the
sled. Trucks were on hand to carry the load from the main road
landing to Bill's place, where others were ready with power saws
to fit it for the Gracie form stoves.
Bill is probably as well known as any man in the town. He
has served better than 30 years as gatekeeper of White Oak
Grange and has gained fame over the decades as a square dance
caller as well.

Albert A. Whitmore of Warren,
retired professor from the history
department of the University of
Maine, will speak on, “Jefferson
ian Democracy.” at the Thursday
afternoon meeting al the Warren
Woman's Club, which will be held
at the Congregational Chapel,
starting at 2 p. m. Special music
j is planned, with Mrs. Hilliard
i Spear, program chairman. Hos
tesses will include Mrs. Maynard
Leach. Mrs. Fred Starrett. Mrs. P
j D. Starrett, Mrs. Fred Campbel!
| and Mrs. Robert Walker.

In connection with the General
Motors one billion dollar expansion
program recently announced by
GM President, Harlow H. Curtice,
Pontiac Motor Division has under
taken a sizeable expansion and
modernization program which will
increase the division’s plant area
Lions Club
more than 1300.000 square feet to a
The North Haven’s Lions Club total of 6.700.000. it was revealed to
met Monday night Jan. 26. at Nebo day by R. M. Critchfieid, Vice Pres
Lodge where a delicious chicken ident of General Motors and Gen
supper was enjoyed.
eral Manager of the Pontiac Motor
There were nine members pres
ent from the Vinalhaven Lion’s
Club which sponsors this club. MISCELLANEOUS
Those present were: King Lion
DO You Want Your Own Busi
Harry Young, Jack Carlson, Charles ness? Will set you up in a sound
Webster, Alex Christie, Frank Sell one-man business without invest
ment. selling Watkins Nationally
ers, Carl Williams, Roy Arey, Jo Advertised household and farm
seph Headley, and Henry Anderson necessities in Knox County. InInternational Representative Lar ] cotne of $5000 and more possible
ry Barnes of Saco, and District j first year. Experience not neces
sary. Car or light truck needed
Governor Gerald Grant of Rock J to service customers.
Operate
land, were also present, as well as from your home. Write WATKINS
CO.,
Box
No.
367R.
Dept.
NY.
New
two North Haven guests, Vernon L.
ark, N. J.
8’T*14
Beverage and Carl Bunker.
All of the local members were
present and enjoyed a song fiesta
BAD FLOORS
with Larry Barnes at the piano;
Are Your Floors Beyond Repair?
after which Governor Grant and Don’t sav ves until vou have called
Representative Barnes spoke on THE UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO
tankin St Rotary
Rockland
Lionism, some of their aims and

___________________________________ A

Warren People Turned The Tables On Bill Grade Sunday

Bill Gracie of Warren has been doing favors for people all
his 72 years and has turned out to help on countless bees for
friends ond neighbors in trouble.
Sunday, one of the biggest bees in years was going on in
Warren and Bill didn't know a thing about it until some 20
friends drove into his yard to pile up more than three cords of
WARREN
fitted stove wood.
ALENA L STARRETT
You see, Bill is not at all well, ond getting out the winter's
Correspondent
Telephone 49
firewood was just more than he could do. Mr. and Mrs. Alford
Wiley and other friends knew of his predicament and started to
A lighting demonstration by a do something about it. The project started with members of
representative from the Sylvania White Oak Grange and spread to the whole neighborhood before

MRS. PKNA CROWKLL
Correspondent

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In thia column not to exceed three lines Inserted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines M
cents each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gasetto
office for handling, cost 25 rents additional.
A name should appear on all classified ads to secure best results.
Those with phone or street number only are not advised.

STANDARD KMM Royal Type
writer for sale; 14" carriage, elite
type.
ROCKLAND LOAN AND
BUILDING ASS'N.
12-14
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
In fast growing Waldoboro. New
Service Shop, cement foundation,
basement heat. Also a warehouse
or small factory building, also
basement heat. Very low price for
both. A D. GRAY. Waldoboro.
Tel. TEO-5270
__ 12-14
TjAdtps’ Dresses, tan wool ga
bardine Suit, sizes lOti. for sale
Good quality and condition. Ex
cellent buy for business woman,
also cottons, including sun dresses
TEL. 429-W.
12*14
BOY'S Bike, for sale. 24-inch
wheels, prloe $10. PHONE Rock.
602 or Thom. 82.___________12*14
’’LUCKY" good singing Canary,
in second year, $750 for sale Can
be seen at MRS
CHARLES
A. SWIFT'S 9 Booker St .Thomas
ton. Tel. 374. Bring your own
cage.
12*14
ICE Boat for sale. 18 ft. All
ready to go. Sails included $35
McLAIN SHOE STORE, Rockland.
____________________ 11-13

The next meeting will be held at
Nebo Lodge on Feb. 8
The club is badly ln need of ad
ditional members, but in spite of
numbers the meetings will be held,
and the "Lions will roar."

WALDOBORO

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

ToMday-Tfcuttday'Saturday

Motor Tune Up, General Re
pair Work, Electric and Acetylene
Welding, Tires, Tubes and Ac
cessories, Regular and Premium
Gasoline, Diesel Fuel.
Experienced Men On Both
Repair Work and Welding.
ROLAND A. GENTHNER, Inc.
26 New County Rd.
Rockland
George W. Gay, Manager
Sales and Service
Tel. 336
ltf

In the picture in the upper right,
Lindley Wiley chunks up trees
felled by his companions.

Upper
Ernest
splitting
up more

left. Cliff Allen, right, and
Campbell co-operate
on
a log, while others bring
for them to split.

Center left. John Keinanen drives
a splitting wedge in a log as Stan
ley Gracie observes the procedure.
Center right: Mrs. Rulh Wiley
and Mrs. Martha Campbell serve
dinner to the hungry volunteers
who did justice to the baked beans
and brownbread.
Below: Alf Wiley brings out the
first load of wood with his team
of oxen while Stanley Gracie rides
the load on the way to the main
road.
Photos by Cullen

Division.
In making the announcement Mr.
Critchfieid said, “Our program ia
already under way and involves, be
sides plant expansion, the expen
diture of many millions of dollars
for the modernization of our facil
ities. including new machine tools
and other equipment of the moat
^MMMMHWMMMKNaNkVX^
modern design.
FEAST SPECIALS

|

Western Beef Sirloin Steak, 95c

Roast Turkey, 95c
At Bob's Lunch or
Beb's Restaurant

[J

charging floor.

matic bumper plating system for
additional capacity.
Pontiac pioneered tnis type sys
tem, installing its first one several
years ago.
"Pontiac is looking forward to a
banner year, equal to or better
than 1953 when we produced 418,000 cars. In addition to our gommer| ciai production we are meeting mllparts.
“Included in this large expansion
6. A three- story addition to the l itary requirements on four defense
contracts. Our present employment
program are:
personnel and purchasing building
is slightly over 18.000 or approxi
1. The construction of a new with a reception room constructed
mately 10 per cent higher than a
especially aa a terminal for the
sheet metal and press plant.
2. The construction of a new ad Pontiac popular plant tour train.
dition to the foundry with new
core making and moulding facili-

3. A new building to handle fac
tory delivery of dealer customer
cars.
4. A new car finish building
with the moat modern equipment
obtainable.
5. A new addition which will ex
pand facilities for shipping service

AryovRseRWes

TuMdoy-Tlwriday-Saturday
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«ves preeenrt to our >ttr» a* Tree
men.”
Sources close to the senator
report he will be extremely active
STALL, INTERESTS THE CAPITAL
on the local scene in the spring, |
more so than at any time in the !
Knox County in general and ations Committee.
Senate ma past.
This planned activity is '
North Haven in particular holds a jority whip and member of the taken by most observers as definite
keen personal interest in the ac Een-te GCP policy committee. indication Senator Saltonstall will
tivities of Senator Leverett Salt- Senator Saltonstall played a ma be battling for re-election.
tonstall, a long-time summer resi jor role in the session opening on
He is maintaining an active
dent of the island community. A Jan. fi.
office In Boston at 8 Beacon Street
recent story in the Christian Sci
In
his leadership capacity. with his chief secretary, John
ence Monitor holds a great appeal Senator Saltonstall has gained, full Fisher, in charge.
because of this background.
The senator himself said the
knowledge of the forthcoming
Re-election prospects of Senator Eisenhower program.
Thus his office is being maintained be
Leverett Saltonstall (R) of Mas confidence that a major part of cause of Increased activity in an
sachusetts may well depend upon the program will be approved by election year .and because of ;h?
Success or failure of President the Senate, expressed just before requests being made by constitu
enhower to force his legislative leaving for Washington, carries ents for service.
gram through Congress.
Looking fit and capable of con
considerable political meaning.
So closely is the Massachusetts
On another burning issue of the ducting a strenuous campaign for
Senator identified with the Eisen day, arising from the Communist- re-election, the tall, lean senato
hower administration that the hur.iing activities of Senator expressed conviction that an
record of the 1954 congressional Joseph R McCarthy iR) of Wis- nounced plans to recall two divi
session and its acceptance by the conii-.i, it has been apparent from sions from Korea constitute a
public will affect greatly his own comments ty Bay State leaders in sound, safe military risk.
political future.
both parties that they hope the I “I believe there is no real mili
While the Massachusetts senior Wisconsin Senator will not become tary danger Involved. Both sides
senator has not yet officially an a major issue In the Massachusetts have shewn no desire to reopen
nounced his ctndidacy for another campaign ln 1954
1 the fighting.
term, observers and mcst of his in
•‘Furthermore, while the divi
Like many of these leaders
timate associates expect him to Senator Saltonstall Is cautious In sions are to b? recalled, we arrun again.
hi; comments about Senator Mc going to continue naval operations
To the Eisenhower forces, re- Carthy. His comments are tem with the Air Force and the Nava.
election of Senator Saltonstall is a pered by the feeling among politi Air Foice on the scene.
must, both as a means of con- cal leaders that Senator McCarthy
“Unless actual war start again
l*tnuing
or
increasing
GOP has won favor among sizeable seg ’ miinteinance of ground troop' o
strength In the Senate and as a ments of Bay Slate voters
a fighting basis Is no longer necmeasure of public approval of ti.e
Senator Saltonstall. in an In | essary.”
administration’s program.
Thus terview said "I believe in encour
Furthermore, the senator said
he can expect considerable out aging the routing of subversives : “It is probable that the numbe’
laid* help if he feels he needs it.
out of our government. While I of South Korean troops ava.lad
Identity of Senator Saltonstall's don't approve of all of Senator 1 to man the lines has been expand
[fall election opponent ls uncertain McCarthy’s methods, I do think ed considerably,” referring io th
as yet. However, it is likely to be his over-a.l purpose of eliminating training program in force
Iformer Governor Dever. State subversives
Once back in Washington, Se. a
f.om
governmental
■reasurer Poster Purcolo. or Rep- service has been helpful. I believe tor Saltonstall plans to hold brief
-esentative Philip J. Philbin (D) of tlie majority of the American peo I ing sess.ons with Secretary c
lassachusetts.
ple approve of it. He has been OeU'erv-e Charles E. Wilson a.
As chairman of the Senate helpful in stimulating action in th< I others to obtain as full a pictur
ommlttee on Armed Services, governmen't and in keeping us as possible of the military situe
lember of the Senate Appropri keyed up to the dangers subver- j tlon.

FUTURE OF A NORTH HAVEN

EARLE STANLEY GARDNER-REED

Adopted son,

PRODUCES THRILL-SPANGLED

leverett salton--

"WHO DONE IT"
I have been reading a lot of “Who
Done Its” lately and I am so full of
double scotches, swelling bosoms,
private “ops” and murder by whole
sale. I’m afraid to go out doors af
ter dark fcr fear some ape will
shove a gat into my ribs and tell me
“The Bess wants to see you.”
I have given some thought to this
matter and if and when it ever
happens to me, I have my plans all
made, even though they would
probably give such authors as Earl
Stanley Gardner and J. Dickinson
Carr a slight touch of apoplexy. To
be brief when I feel a rod In my
kidney I shall disregard the con
ventions In such cases, whirl about

quickly and shout ' Boo” right In
the big gorilla’s face. This, if my
plan works out according to sched
ule, will surprise him so that, before
he recovers from his astonishment,
I shall be somewhere in the vicin
ity of the railroad station at Union
and Pleasant streets headed for
Owl s Head.

I don’t believe ln running away
from trouble—not lf there are facil
ities to fly handy—but I shall never
be caught at the scene of a orospective crime if I can help lt, parti
cularly when a couple of muscle
bound gunsels start playing tag and
I'm "it." I shall operate on the the
ory that nobody gets killed who
isn’t there. That thought probably
Tne Bay State senator expects never occurred to Mickey Spillane.
size of the armed forces and but it is a basic principle of piy
. .reign-aid program to be major commando training and it never has
s its at the 1954 congressional failed yet.
si sion. Because of his armed- I Of course the engine will be run
services ar.d appropriations-com- ning in the get away car back there
mittre assignments, the senator at the curb in the best “Who Done
wiil have a major role in the for It” tradition. However the sweet
mulation of decisions in these purring of it’s powerful engine won’t
fields.
bother Yours Truly, because I shall
On the domestic scene. Senator be elsewhere, with considerable cel
Saltonstall is strongly hopeful erity for my years, and by the time
that amendments to the Taft those goons get their brains func
Hartley Law will be adopted to tioning again, I shall be so far away
“make it fairer for all it con it will cost f7 to send me a post
cerns.”
card.
Likewise, he anticipates a lib
Just imagine the Big Boss in his
eralization of the Social Security night club behind that big steel
aw.
door, chewing up his costly oriental
On the agricultural front. Sen- rugs in futile rage, and picking his
dor Saltonstall reports Secretary teeth with a diamond stickpin,
f Avricul ure. Ezra T. Benson when those hat.-hetmen of his come
has improved his status among in to report their bird has flown.
ie farmers enormously, through “Dear me," he will say (or will he)
■ ; courage. Integrity, s.ncerity ar.d "dis shouldn’t happen to a hyena”.
howledge of agricultural prob Then he will softly open the drawer
lems.”
of his Louis Quince desk and come

up with a gold plated Lager, troth
which the number hu been filed
away, and those two apes of his will
suddenly become two missing links
And what will I be doing while
all this ls going on? Will I be J
somewhere north of Ultima Thule
borrowing a team of reindeer from
Santa Claus in order to continue
my journey? No. Not I. I've, already
been there. Now I'm doubling back
on my tracks disguised as a walrus.
And where am I bound? I’m bound
for the Knox Trust Company where
I have a safe deposit box tn which
I have cashed a complete dossier on
the white slave traffic in Knox
County. If that expose is ever re
leased I shall have enough names
and dates on that document to war
rant the Ward Line putting another
ship on it's South American run to
accommodate the rush. That is my
ace in the hole In my game with
the King od the Cubeb Cigarette
Ring and his nefarious cohorts. I
figure my life wouldn't be worth a
counterfiet slug for a parkometer, if
it weren't for “them papers.”
Of course I'm figuring on a Deal; ,
right off the bottom of the deck too
so I don't have a cjiance to take '
more than a couple of quick ones,
shower and change Into my brown
gabardine outfit before I get a call
from the Boss's office “My good
ness me,” he growls. “Ain't you got
no sense at all? Dey will be haying
on Main street ln dis burg inside a
month if The Courier-Gazette gets
hold of that dirt. Some of my boys
thinks we oughtto get together. How
'bout It, Hey?”
Wel, that’s what I’ve been wait
ing for. I happen to know that the
boss has a blond tomato for a sec
retary who is a wonderful exanip.e
of how far a girl can get on the
front she puts up, and I’m not ex
actly averse to looking her over.
Maybe I can make a deal with her
also. So I figure I’ll fad for this ba
loney and see what the Big Feller
has 'on his mind.
Now if my plan works out, we shall
have this meeting in the cocktail
lounge of the Thorndike Hotel,
where I shall have all the suspects
in the case assembled for my analy
sis of the situation. I’ll have a smart
cookie from the F. B. I. tending bar
and, of course, the stage will be set
according to conventional regula
tions made and provided by the best
shamuses still unhung. A small
but efficient unit of Rockland's best
Dicks will be gumshooing around
. adjacent territory, the lights will be
!ow. and the air will be tense with
an undercurrent of salacious anticipation. There will be but one
departure from the customary ar
rangements in such cases, and that
will be me . I won’t be there.
No sir. Unless something goes
wrong with my calculations, I, anti
! that blonde secretary of the Boss,
( will be on our way to Miami Fla.,
in the Big Boys’ CadUliac. with a
half bushel of Industrial diamonds
she has brought along for small
I change safely hidden In the rumble
; seat. She will be driving the car
for this is her party. I’m just a
passenger she's taking for a ride.
I'm going along quietly this time
and keeping my mouth closed, for
the whole crux and nucleus of my
plan against kidnapping depends
entirely on who is doing the kid
napping. I'm funny that way.
Now I don't want to boast but
! lets recapitulate and see how my
j plan has worked out “in loco paren
thesis" so to speak. 'What have
! we done to our "Who Done It?”
Well we've turned It into a “She
’ Done It" and put the bee on Annie
the Amanuensis. The Big Noise,
himself, has killed off his private
army and beside this he has—or
should have by this time—nervous
prostration.
I I don't want to further compli
cate this confused situation by
other details. Enough is encurh.

assigned to the 9th Regiment’s
Company I, entered the Army in
March. 1952.
...»

Sg>. Lawrence E. Watts, 2d, son
of Mr and Mrs. Everett S. Watt*.
Tenant’s Harbor, ls returning to
he United States after serving
with 'he 1st Cavalry Division's 8th
Regiment in Japan . Sergeant
Watts, who was assistant mess
steward in Company E. previously
pent two months ln Korea with
the division. He entered the Army
in February. 1951.

A 3c 'Dean E. Esancy. grandson
of Mis Hugh MoCorrison of Appleon has completed his training at
Sa jpson Air Force Base, and is
at Kee ler Air Force Base, Miss.
His new address is: A 3c Dean E.
Esancy, Af 11260628. 3402 Stu
dent Training Sqd.. Box 329 Kees.e: Air Force Bose. Miss.

Pvt. Paul Anderson

Pvt. Paul Anderson, son of Mr
a id Mrs. Robert Powell, Jr., ol Por
Clyde, who entered the Army last
ovember, is stationed at Carr;
Gordon, Georgia. His address i:
Pvt. Paul Anderson. R. A. 1126054
Co. E. 1st M. P. T. R. 1st Platoon
3801-6 T. S. U. Camp Gordon, Go.
* * * *
Army Sgt, Joseph J. Tardiff, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Tardiff,
1 Nichol Street, Bath, recently
pent a seven-day rest and recup
eration leave in Kobe, Japan.
Sergeant Tardiff is normally sta
'..oned in Korea as a security guard
* * * *
Mr and Mrs. Pays in Sedgw ick
if Rockland have received a letter
rom their son. Pvt. Thaxter Sedg
wick. who is stationed in Aberdeen.
Md. He w.shes to hear from a 1
his friends. H.s address is: Pvt.
Thaxter Sedgwick R. A. 11250805.
Co. H. 20th ORTC. Aberdeen Provng Ground, Md.
» ♦ ♦ *
Serving aboard the LST USS 391
is James R. Bartlett, engineman
third class, USN. of 198 Broadway
Rockland.

♦ ♦ • ♦

Pfc Albert H Trask, son of Mrs
Grace M. Trask. 8 Central avenue.
Bath, recently srpent a seven-day
e-:t and recuperation leave in
Japan from his duties with the
i h Infantry Division in Korea
A rifleman in the 223d Rgiment’s
Company L. he holds the Korean
President Unit Citation Badge and
the Combat Infantryman Badge
* • * *
Army Cpl. Charles A. Berry,
whose wife. Carol, and parents. Mr.
an l Mrs. Roland Berry, live in
Warren, recently spent a sev en-day
rest and recuperation leave in
K be. Japan. Normally stationed
in Korea with the 7th Infantry
Roiment, Berry stayed at one of
Japan's best resort hotels and en
joyed many luxuries unobtainable
on the war-torn peninsula.

• * • «

PFC James T. Anderson, 21, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Onnie Anderson
Thomaston, helped to celebrate the
'th Infantry D vision's second atti • ersarp in Korea this mouth. The
ormer California Nat nal Guard
lvlsion, which dl't.ngi shed itself
a Sandbag Castle, The Puncho iwl and Heartbreak Ridge, arrived
on the peninsula In January, 1952.
Anderson a rifleman In Company
< of the 160th Infantry Reg ment.
entered the Army last March and
was stationed at Camp Brecklnr.dge. Ky., before arriving overseas
last September.

Army Pfc Rpnald M Warman. 21.
son of Mrs. Fred Cowan. 1 Commer
cial street. Belfast, has arrived ln
Korea for duty with 3d Transportat n Military Railway Service in
Ycngsan. Pfc Warman is a switchbrard operator in the communica
tions se t on at the headquarters
wh: h co-ordina es m’.rtary railwiy oppra’.icns on the peninsula.
r i tend the Arn v in Novem'a r. ’95" and comple
t'd basic training at Camp Gor
don, Ga.

Everett R Rohinson, whose wife,
E’ abe’h, lives at 2 Winter street.
Bath, was re-ently promoted to
corporal while serving with the 83d
Chemical Smoke Generator Com
pany In Mildenhall, England. Cpl.
Robmson. son of Mr. and Mrs.
♦ ♦ ♦ *
Clyde R’binscn, 15 Heigh Lane, arDana J. S’mmons, 17, of Por' -ived overseas ln January. 1953. He
Clyde enlisted in the U. S. Air entered the Army in July, 1952 and
Fc.c? with grade of A B E-l, Jan "mpleted bas’c training at Camp
7. He is the son of Mr. and Mr- B-eckinridge, Ky.
Ivan Hoyt Simmons, Port Clyde
He has a bro’her. Dennis Sim
It’s a safe bet that the man who
mons. in the Air Force.
talks the loudest about being hon
» « * «
est will give you the best skinning.
Howard L. Dority, son of Mr
md Mrs. Earl Dorlty. Mountain
It takes a lot of determination to
-i ceet. Camden was recently pro live up to a good reputation—but
moted to corporal while serving very easy to live down to a bad one.
with the 2d Infantry Division In
Read The Courier-Gazette
Korea
Corporal Dority, who is
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G. H. Reed.

TENANT’S HARBOR
Doing

a

bit

of good-natured

clowning for the camera, an air

sturdv peonomv for vour country—and a more

secure future for yourself and your family.

man plants an affectionate kiss
on one of his turret guns. Vet

Tf you aren't one of the #.3

million Americans

who own Bonds, why not become one now—

we realize—as he does—that there s another
aide to this picture. For the job of keeping

America strong is a mighty serious one. And
we know now that

pence is only for the strong.

Fou are in this Defense picture, too! Stop and

think about it: your United States Savings
Bonds provide the economic strength to pro-

tect America, just as the people in our Armed

Here's how E Bonds
now earn more money for you!
Now safe, sure Series E Bonds pay an even
better return than ever before . . . thanks

to

3 brand new money-earning features.

1

Now every Series E Bond you get be

today! Join the Payroll Savings Plan where
you work—a practical way to save, because it

gins earning interest after only 6 months.

before

It earns 3f < , compounded semiannually’

saves something out of your pay cheek

you're tempted to spend it. Or, if you are selfemployed. join the Bond-A-Month Plan where

you hank.

when held to maturity.

2

Kten Series h. Bond

you

men can go

on earning interest for 10 more years

after it reaches the original maturity date.

Don’t put it off—get started today! Invest

regularly in United States Savings Bonds a
safe way to save for your future,

Forces provide the military strength. By in

simple, sure,

vesting in Bonds you are helping to build a

and for the future of America.

3

All maturing E Bonds automatically

earn interest

at

The Fire Department was calle
to the home of Lewis Taylor at Willardham Thursday night.
Mrs. Mary Monaghan is a patient
at Kr.ox Hospital. Rcckland.
Mrs. Millard G.le and daighte
Bethel, ha’ e returned frem se era'
daps’ vis't w th relatives at Ma
-h as
lhe Clara Long Ccrey Mission
ary Society will meet Tuesday aft
ernoon at the rhur'h with Mrs.
M :ibel Wilson as hostess.
Sgt. Roger Smith, who has served
w th the 28th Div. Arty, ln Ger
many for 18 months, has arrived at
his home, receiving his discharge
after three years' service.

the new. higher rate

(average 3% compounded semiannually).
Start now’ Invest more savings in betterpaying Series E Bonds—through the Pay
roll Savings Plan where you work.

PEACE IS FOR THE STRONG.
FOR PEACE AND PROSPERITY INVEST IN U. S. SAVINGS BONDS

For social Items ln The Courier
Gazette
Phone 1044
Cltv
Anawer to Prevkioi Punic
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HORIZONTAL

1-Low places
11- Apport'on
12- Country of Asia
13- Pertaining to Crimea
15-Walked
18- Pronoun
19- Accumulates
21- American poet
22- Wading bird
24- Session (abbr.)
25- Anc:ent Grecian
theater
26- Command
28- Denude

29- Bird home
32- Serf
33- Pendant
34- Brief letter
35- Net fabric
38-Piece of China
40-Girls name
43-Scents

44- City highways

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

90

4*7

r3

30- More mature

Tkf V 8. Ooaernment doea not pay for thia adverton ng The Treaaury Department thank*,

w
39

38

37

I50
1

32

31

(abbr.)

45- To rent again
4$-B!oody

HORIZONTAL (Cent.)
49-Prefix. Half
j50-Eagle
51-A buffoon
to-Man’s name (abbr.)
i55-Silk>winders

VERTICAL (Cont)

14- An English novelist
15- A reddish dye
17-Blind fury
20-Vessel
;23-Scheme for

distributing prises

58-Nat.ve of Arabia
60- Travels in a car
61- Straw (Scot.)

:24-Fortifled

62- Mythical sea-

27-Scars

monsters

30- Tezr

|25-Beaks

31- Fiah egs*

3- Prayer

36- Worship
37- Tree«
39-Sufflx. An agent
41- Funtral tonga
42- Vale in ancient
Argolia

4- Wanders

47- Fatlguea

5- Vo!cano in Sicily

48- Comblning farm

6- To hisc
7- Bury
8- Lyr.c poems

51- Piurai of padum

VERTICAL
1- Place for milk
products (pi.)
2- A shade tree

Carry

52-Feminina auffix (Fr.)

9- Pinch
10- SoIdiers employed in 53- Filt away
54- Small mountain lakg
making trenches
57-Faleehood
13-One who is versed
in chronology
5(-Baeaball club

.
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KNOX THEATRE, WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
THOMASTON

i

News and Social Items. Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS OEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST., TEL. 156-5

Mr. and Mrs. Robert MacFarland
Mr. and Mrs Robert Mosley and
family of Newport. N. H., were and son. Robert. Jr., and Miss Do
weekend guests of her father rothy Beane of Warren motored to
Boston Sunday where Robert. Jr.,
Enoch Clark, on Green street.
Mrs. Corrlae Perkins ol Warren | will enter the Northeastern Uni
was weekend guest of Miss Leila, versity for his last year. He has
just completed a 10-week affiliation
Clark.
Douglas Davis of Danvers. Mass, with the Sylvania Electric Com
was a recent visitor of his mother : pany in Waldoboro.
Mrs. Enos Virge. and his grand-j Volunteer workers on the hot
lunch program at the Green Street
mother. Mrs. Lettie Hyler.
Maurice Wellman of Old County School for this week are: Mrs.
road, has had a television set in George Newbert. Mrs. Adriel Fales.
Mrs. Donald Chase. Mrs. Charles
stalled.
The Oarden Club will meet Spear, and Mrs. William Daggett
Mrs. Norma Staples was hostess
Thursday. Peb. 4. at 3 o’clock at
the home of Miss Anna Dillingham to a group of friends at her home
on Lawrence avenue recently. A
for a social afternoon.
James A. Bell, son of Mr. and social evening of cards was enjoyed
Mrs. Roy Bell, stationed at the and refreshments were served.
Paratroopers base at Fort Bragg. Those attending were: Mrs. Bonnie
N. C„ has been promoted to the Strong. Mrs. Frances Lawry. Mrs.
Louise Hochschild. Mrs. Mildred
rank of Sergeant.
Miss Frances Hahn is spending Gillis. Mrs. Eleanor Chapman. Mrs.
the winter with Mrs. Ruth McLain Bertha Spear. Mrs Florence Kvorjak, Mrs. Nida Cushing. Mrs. Ruth
on Green street.
Mrs. Heber Anderson of Augusta Chase, Mrs. Carlene Hopkins, and
has returned home after visiting Mrs. Gaynel Hocking. Mrs. Alta
Noble visited for a short time.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bell.
Mrs Minnie Newbert is conve-; The Boy Scouts will meet at the
lesing at the home of her son and i Federated Church Wednesday at 7
daughter-in-law. Mr. and Mrs. Phi- j o’clock. Percy Williams will dem
lip( Newbert' of Ash Point. She is | onstrate artificial respiration to the
now able to walk about with the group and final plans will be made
for attending the Knox-Lincoln
aid of crutches.
Pythian Sisters will meet Friday County meeting of the Boy Scouts
evening Feb. 5. Refreshments will at Damariscotta, Saturday, Feb. 6
be eer'-ed by Mrs. Helen Tabbutt
Mrs. Blanche Everett, and Mrs. H An Interesting
J. Lymbumer.
Volunteer workers on the hot New Angle On
lunch program at the Lura Libby
School this week are: Mrs. Joan Owl's Head
Melvin, Mrs. Jean Winslow, Mrs.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
Lucy Stap’es. Mrs. May Newbert.
The following ls something that
and Mrs. Saxon DeWolfe.
I have been mulling over in my
Miss Polly Miller, daughter of Mr.
mind for many months past and
and Mrs. Stanley Miller, is confined
only on this stormy day of Jan.
to her home by Illness.
28 have I found the time and had
The Contract Club met with Mrs.
the inclination to write you about
Frances Miller on Main street. it.
First prze was awarded to Mrs
Did you know that the point of
Agnes Boynton, second to Mrs.
land called Owl's Head where the
Frances Miller. Next meeting will
liehthouse is located, might just
be with Mrs. Mary Overlock. Fri
is well have been called “Two
day. Feb. 5. at the home of her sis
Face Point” “Indian Head” or
ter, Mrs. Edith Wilson, at 33 Knox
“Profile Head” or "Stone Face
street.
Point," or even the Indian equiva
Lloyd Miller, a student at Tufts
lent of “The Place Where The
College in Medford. Mass., is visit
Tree Crows From A Man’s Head?"
ing Mr. and Mrs. William Daggett We do not know who first called
for a few days.
the place Cwl’s Head, but any one
The Missionary and Ladies Circle
of the above names would have
will hold a combined meeting at the been appropriate.
Bapt'st Church Wednesday afterI do not recall the first time I no
neon. A 6 o'clock supper will fol
ticed it. but nowadays I never make
low with Mrs. Dorothy Daggett.
the journey from Vinalhaven to
Mrs. Nellie Ifemey. Mrs. Jean But
Rcckland or vice versa without
ler and Mrs. Belle Brown in
studying in detail the profile of a
charge.
face that juts out into the sea. fac
Rev and Mrs. John Fitzpatrick
ing eastward and thp rising sun
arc vacationing in Florida Enroute
Sometimes there are two faces, de
they will be joined by his sisters
pending on the height of the tide.
Mrs. Rebecca Mitchell and Mrs
When the tide it up. only the up
W iliam Laurie of Massachusetts.
per face is distinguishable, a small
The Cheerful Homemakers 4-H
clear profile, with a spruce tree
Club will meet with their leader.
growing from the exact center of
Mrs. Eleanor Clark, Thursday.
the forehead.
When the tide is
Mr. and Mrs. Pearlie Hall and
’ow, thus face can be seen, but as
son Wayne attended a birthday
the boat goes by toward Vinalha
supper party Saturday at thc home
ven, this face disappears and
of Mrs. Lala Polky at Warren.
merges Into a larger face, more rug
The American Legion Auxiharv
ged and stern looking, with an outmeets Friday, Feb. 5. at 8 o’clock,
thrust chin and an angry look
with Mrs. Faustina Carney.
about it, as if it were tired of hav
ing its face washed eternally by the
Camden Theatre cold waters of Penobscot Bay.
The faces can be seen either up
on
entering or leaving Rockland
NOW! ~mogambo’~"'
Harbor but the beet effect is had
Clark Gable, Ava Gardner
when going out the harbor. I have
Grane Kelley — Technicolor
tried to take pictures of this oddity
WEDNESDAY-THl RSDAV
but the boat never goes near
The loan Crawford You’ve
enough to it for good results. To
Never Seen Before ... In the
Private Life of a Torch Sin err
observe this natural phenomenon

*

7

)

Red Skelton does okay romantically as
ment in his newest M-G-M offering, "The
ihe Knox Theatre Wednesday-Thursday.
ilement and mystery suspense—but most
Williams.

start locking for it as the wooden
triangle comes into range of the
lighthouse. The two faces, accord
ing to the tides, will stay visible
until Monroe's Island comes out
."rom behind Owl's Head, when the
angle of view from the boat will
change the pi:ture. I always like
to meet new faces but it has been
a long time since I met one that
gave me the pleasure I felt the day
I found and made the acquaint
ance of this old time patriarch. Try
hunting him up some time next
summer.
O. V. Drew,
Vinalhaven.

CAMDEN
IRS

iENNETH HERRICK
Correspondent
Telephone 2197

Keystone Chapter. No. 24. RAM.
will hold a special convocation
Wednesday at 7.33 p m. There will
:e work In the Mark Master De
gree.
The Catholic’s Women Club will
hold its regular monthly meeting
Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. ln the
-hurch hall.
The Camden Community Hospi
tal Club will meet at Green Gables
Inn Thursday. Feb. 4. The hostess
will be Mrs. Katherine Heald.
Mrs. Joy Eartlett will entertain
the WSCS at her home Wednesday
a 2 p. m.
The Tri-Hi-Y will meet Wednes
day evening at the home of Debo
rah Shea.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Fuller left
Friday for IJlorida where they will
spend a month.
Dr. P. H. Wei re’urned home
Sunday a{ter spending a few days
in New York.
The regular monthly business
meeting of the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church will b<> held Thurs
day evening at 7 o’clock
There
will be no supper.
The Freeman-Herrick Camp and
Auxiliary will meet at the Legion
Hall Wednesday with a supper at
6 o’clock. Please bring prizes.
Chadavae Uluh

The Chadavae Club will observe
its birthday night Wednesday evening and honor the past presidents,
Supper will be served at 6.30 p. m.,
with Mrs. Barbara Haining, Mrs.
Betty Dorr Mrs. Evelyn Bryant and
Mrs Vera Fitzsimmons as co-hos'• s-ess. Mrs Adele Hopkins and
Mrs. Minnie Moody will have
charge of the program. •

well as in the laugh depart
Great Diamond Robbery" at
The picture has laughs, ex
of all, it has vivacious Cara

MISS KATHERINE C. AAGESON

Miss Katherine C. Aageson, 72.
noted educator and Spruce Head
resident, died in Newark, N. J.,
Sunday.
Miss Aageson was born in Spruce
Head July 8. 1881, to Peter and
Mary Robinson Aageson.
She had been ln the educational
field all her adult life, for several
years being superintendent of
schools in Bloomfield. N. J She
was recognized as a leader in her
field.
Surviving is one brother. Wilbur
C. Aageson of Greenwood. Mass.,
and several cousins.
Miss Aageson was a member of
St. George Grange and General
Knox Chapter D A R.
Funeral services will be held from
the Davis Funeral Home in Tho
maston at 2 o’clock Wednesday aft
ernoon with Rev. Alfred J Wilson
of spruce Head officiating.

Tiger Ladies
• Continued from Page Two)
Smith, lf. 6 (3); Carr. rf. 1: Oxter,
c. 3; Freeman, lg, 2; Dyer, lg. 1:
Trask, rg. 5 (4); Phillips rg, 4 (1).
Vinalhaven i36>: Sutliffe. lg. 3:
Gilchrist, rf: Conway, rf. 3 (2);
Arey. c. 2 (It: Martin, c: Peterson
lg. 1 ip; Anderson, rg. 4 i6>.
Rockland
14 27 39 55
Vinalhaven
7 20 25 36
Referee: Berndtson.

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
The S;monton Extension Associa
tion will hold a meeting Wednesday.
Feb. 3. at Community Hall. Sub
ject will be. "Living With Color."
with Miss Ramsdells Assistant in
charge Mrs. Ivis Cripps ls chairman of the dinner committee. Anyone planning to attend, please contact Mrs. Cripps
------------------Facts are such annoying things
that many folks refuse to have
anything to do with them
------------------Advertise ln The Courier-Gazette

down here everyone likes picnicking.
Then there was the day set by
Arthur Vining Davis for his guests
to visit his ice cream house. It was
By Leah Fuller
a magnificent hit. In his planning
about your navy
Mr. Davis waved a magic wand
What a Joy it is to feel like writ
over the estate in Coconut Grove,
SHIPS STORES IN THE FAR
ing again, to feel the warm sun on and came up with a strawberryEAST CURING THE KOREAN WAR,
one's back, even though the sun ice-cream pink house, set jewel
.WERE SUPPLIED WITH AN
>ZO.OOO^RARS
light almost blinds me at times. I fashion in luscious green grounds.
Inside, to be sure, antique fur
am sitting in the patio today, Jan.
21. the temperature 76. within hear nishings. Chinese porcelains, price
ing distance of Don’s slapping paint less paintings were set off by lus
on the cool side of the house. I can cious pink rugs. Why. each host
hear the musical notes of the mock ess in each room dressed in a love
ing birds as they come near m.v ly pink. Guests from all around the
chair, and from their calls I imag area visited this gorgeous home,
ine they like the absence of the which is gayest of places in the
hundreds of robins that have been South.
There was the afternoon before
about our lawns for the past two
THE NAVY'S NEW ATTACK
weeks. The robins ln Miami area Christmas that we Journeyed out
SUBMARINES TRAVEL FASTER
created quite a to-do. thousands of again. The first surprise, glittering
SUBMERGED than rvon
the birds spending time here, too. and bobbing in the sunshine, ap
'THE SURFACE.
The Audubon society worked over peared to be Christmas tree orna
time. answering telephone calls ments that the beauties were
about the estimated number of rob wearing as earrings! One young
beauty came close to 383 as we
ins on different lawns.
s
Now then, to get started in ear parked on Miracle Mile. I quietly
v
nest, let me tell you about our asked, “Are your earrings really
meeting the J. J. Gunthers enroute ornaments?" The answer came in
THE NAVY AND MARINES IN
the
S^fiECEIVED
to Florida. It was early one morn
drawl, “Yes. Why don’t you wear
270.000,000 AIR MAIL
ing. Looking their most imposing, some of them? If you do, I'd sug
.LETTERS FROM THE U.S.
the Gunthers were eating breakfast. gest pink for you.”
^DURING THE KOREAN CONFLICT
Weak and weary though I was as
Then I coaxed Don into entering
we entered the eating place, it made a number of the lovely new houses
me smile with kindness fo hear Mrs. in the Gables. One of the lovliest
J. J. say ln a low modulated voice, I had ever visited. “Isn't it simply
on our walk. The other day, for in on them their first day at the new
'J. J. do you suppose we'll be going lovely. Don? I like the exquis
stance,
Ed and Mary Chisholm address. Then along came Edith
back and forth to Florida when we ite colors, don't you?" At this mo
get as old as That couple?” Did I ment my ego could have been drove in on the parkway Mary said, and Henry Bird to call. Yes, the
swallow a lump? Did I? That r.ight, pinched, perhaps. An Irish plumb ! “Don, imagine it. Here you are Carsley's are settled for two months
I'll have you know, the Gunthner er, his tools in his hands, stepped dressed in your shirt sleeves and in beautiful Coral Gables.
car pulled up beside 383 in the out from the bathroom where he shorts. Why, up there in Maine
To go back to the J. J. Ounthers,
Quality Court parking area. We had been working. He looked up at , you can’t go dressed like this.” Ed let me inform you that they spent
talked, we learned they left Con me and in his native brogue said: said, “Don, how about a recom the Christmas holidays at Montego
necticut the morning we left, we “You are so precise, lady. You like mendation? I have a job in mind. Bay, Jamaica. B. W. I. Eating with
learned they lived for six months it? Now, tell me; what nationality This place is tops.” Don wrote a them at a favorite restaurant, la
of the year in Coral Gabies.
are you?" Perhaps I winced a bit. note, as Henry Bird did. Ed de ter, I was surprised to hear Mrs.
We arrived at 1231 Genoa street. for he covered up with a self-com parted. wreathed in smiles. A day J. J. say, "Oh, we met someone we
Coral Gables. November 18. The plimentary remark: “That’s what or two later, I think, the owner of both know at Montego Bay—Polly
day was warm, the doors stuck fast folks ask Me—What nationality are thp apartment buildings that Ed Talbot She asked us If we knew the
by their locks, sun so penetrating you?" I smiled, then told him about was interested in 'phoned Don. "Tell Fullers when she listened to us rave
that one’s forehead was often drip Maine, my birthplace. Don told thc me more about Ed Chisholm." Don about beautiful Coral Gables. It's
ping with perspiration, palm fronds plumber about Rockland the lob talked in detail, dwelling for a per a small world after all. isn't it?"
slithering the shadows on the lawn ster center of the world.
iod of time on Mary. “That's what
Then our friends here kept sayJ
ever deeper. Sister Anne had en
It was an old fashioned Maine I want to hear. Mr Fuller. You ing. "You must go to see ‘Oklahoma’
tered the house a few days before. Christmas that the Ramsdell-Ful- know, our business here is a $200.- while it is being staged in Miami,”
The rooms were splc-and-span. ler-Trecartin families enjoyed in 000 apartment building to start We went to the Dade County Audi
their glowing colors and freshness Flcrida. at the Kendall Drive. with." Don said more. The owner torium Since we hadn’t seen the
kept bright by the summer's idle South Miami home of my brother. said, “Good, good. good. That’s what delightful musical comedy when it
ness. Soon, it was. Don had the Victor C. Ramsdell. All day the la I want to hear.” So Ed and Mary play’d in New York or nearby cit
boxes and packing cases all inside. dies assisted with a will, and by Chisholm got the job.
ies. wc were thrilled with the play
We were at home again!
evening the telephone calls went
Many of you know that my moth
Readers, you will notice the ab
As the days grew cooler we be out to members of the families not er’s health failed this month, so she sence of Fred Trecartin's name ir
gan to enjoy many deligtful rides present. It was one Christmas, cur left her 1212 Mariana house to go this first Miami Merrymaking col
in and out of beautiful Coral Ga anniversary, that we shall never live with Sister Anne, who lives on umn. Fred is at Mercy Hospital fo:
bles I liked nothing better than forget.
Kendall Drive. Well. Frank and the present. He is slowly gaining hil
the jolly picnic at Matheson Ham- I Every day or so, it seems, we meet Dbrothy Carsley drove in to Anne’s health after suffering a heart at
mock, so that’3 just what we ha"e ‘ a Maine car, receive a 'phone call, just ln time to occupy my mother’s tack.
,
done repeatedly. But, of course, or see a Maine person coming in house. Don and I went over to call
Leah H. Fuller

Miami Merry
making As Noted

Little Know nFdcts

The most modern SIX
The new 115-hp.

I-block Six is

Song

JHfi-IW’s

Every Tuesday Night

And Michcel Wilding

SPECIAL GAMES

LATEST NEWS A CARTOON

WII.LIAMS-BRAZIER POST
NO. 37

,14-lt

THANK YOU ROCKLAND!
Your tremendous acceptance as shown by your attend
ance and praises has justified our efforts in the
inauguration of CINEMASCOPE in the Coastal Area.

HURRY!

make possible greater high.compression
power, longer valve life.

the only completely modern six-

cylinder engine in the industry ...

SHORT STROKE IOW-FRICTION DUION
gives you more usoble horsepower,
with fess engine weor.

the only low-priced Six with

all these features!

HIGH-TURBULKNCI COMBUSTION CHAMBIRS j
thoroughly mix fuel ond air for faster,
more efficient combustion.

FOUI-RORT INTAKI MANIFOLD
feeds fuel fast and uniformly for
quick starts ond smooth “GO.”

MIR-CAST I-BLOCK with skirt that extendi
below the crankshaft, provides the great strength
and rigidity needed lor smooth, quiet engine
performance and extra long engine life.

Joan Crawford
GAME PARTY

FRII-TURNINS OVIRHIAD VAIVU

No other six in America offers

the short-stroke, low-friction economy
designed into this new Ford engine!

LAST 3 DAYS!

FOUR-RIARINO CRANKSHAFT
is cast rather than forged for more
precise balance and smoother operation.

Ford's new Overhead-Valve I-block Six, with ita
completely modern high-compression, low-friction
design, brings you even better gas economy than
last year’s Ford Six . . . the Six (with Overdrive)
tliat beat all other cars, regardless of size or
price, in the 1953 Mobiigas Economy Run Sweepstakes, And tliis year's Six also gives you a dividend
of 14<7c more horsepower!

Thomaston Nat'l Bank Building

1-T-tf

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
2.00—6.36—8.30

;WALDOTH£flIRE
j

WALDOBORO

TEL. TEmple 2-5345
Every Evening at 8.06. Matinees
1’Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at 3.00

I TODAY AND WEDNESDAY
- MSMb n*

CHEAT DIAMOND
ROBBERY...
Cara W!tL>*MS lames WHITMORE
tai KASNAR • Oorotiw SilCKNEY,

TODAY-Keefe Brasselle

"EDDIE CANTOR STORY"

FEBRIARY 2-3
Birr Elliott. Peggie Castle,
Preston Foster in
"I, THE JURY”
A Mickey Spillane Mystery
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
FEBRUARY 4-5
Glenn Ford, Ann Shrridan,
Zarhary Scott in
“APPOINTMENT IN
HONDURAS”
— In Technicolor —

Also WALT DISNEY'S

Color By Technicolor

“ALASKAN ESKIMO”

Knox *6*
14-lt

SATURDAY ONLY, EEB. 6
Ered MacMurray
Barbara Stanwyck In
“THP MOONLIGHTER”
.14-lt

Come in and Test Drive the new 115-hp.

The first motion picture in

.INemaScOPE
You see it without glasses!
SHOWS AT: 1.30-6.20-8.45

Ford Overdrive optional at extra cost

FORD 0WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

Route 1, Thomutou

F.D.A.P,

FoMday-Thuraday-Soturday
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Mrs. Donald Chis

Double Birthdays

NOTED AMERICAN PIANIST

holm Is Honored

Social Matters
Not only was yesterday the 82nd
The Diligent Dames of the Con
anniversary of the marriage of Mr. gregational Church will meet in
and Mrs. Robert H. House, Camden i the vestry Thursday at 10.30 a. m.,
road, but the day had the distinc for sewing for the Friendly Ser: ice.
tion of marking their anniversary Members bring box lunch. Hot
of 62 consecutive years of reader drinks will be furnished.
ship of The Courier-Oazette. In
Kermit St. Peter has returned
recognition of these two achieve
ments, thia newspaper took real home from Atlantic City, N. J.,
pleasure in extending its congratu where he attended the National
lations—and saying lt with flowers. Canners and Brokers Convention.
A surprise birthday party was
given Priday to Pat Fitzgerald at
his home, 63 Brackett street in
Portland. He received rflany nice
gifts, also a birthday cake from
his wife.
The evening was en
joyed with games and a late lunch.
Guests were: Mr. and Mrs. William
Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Alton Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth" Daggett,
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Fitzgerald, Peggy
Ohamblin, and Thelma Chamblin.

The FJC.W. Class of the First
Bapt'st Church will meet Thursday
night for Bible Study with Mrs.
Joyce Rcss, Scuth Main street
Members are reminded to take
Bibles.

Allison Dadd, who attends sub'
primary at the Community Build
ing, observed her sixth birthday
Friday with a party in her room
after school. Refreshments cf
birthday cake, ice cream and lollyThe Opportunity Class of the pops were served by her mother.
First Baptist Church will meet Mrs. Edward R. Ladd, assisted by
Thursday night at the heme of her teacher, Mrs. Phyllis Leach.
- Mrs. Bernice Leach, 52 Masonic
At the Rockland Lady Lions card
street.
party held at Masonic Temple Fid'
Mis? Beatrix Flint, was over day, the door prizes Were won by
night guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Octavia Ferrero; Elsie Munsey, Lo
Donald Cummings in Portland. On la Smith. Oertrude Bllck, Bertha
Monday, she left by plane for San ! Daggett, and Eleanor Weed. The
Antonio, Texas, where she will special prize was won by Katherine
make a three weeks’ visit with Mrs. Akers. The individual table wlnCatherine Hedden
Ochea Sidensparker and Mr. and 1 ners were:
Mrs. George Dyer.
I Charlotte Buffam, Octavia Ferrero
' Barbara Collin, Elaine Gac, Mabe.'
Psi. David Legage, who is sta | Bcwiey. Effie Dyer, Velma Nute.
tioned at Fort Dix. N. J., spent the E'eancr Dorr, Marguerite Harris.
weekend with his parents, Mr. and Lizette Emery, Margaret Fifield,
Mrs. Kenneth Legage. The visit Polly Schofield, June Ellis, Eleanor
was made to attend Holy Confirma Weed, Gloria Gilford, David Dorr
tion at St. Peter's Episcopal Church and Jasper Akers. Katherine Akers
on Sunday, his mother being one Win Simmons, and Genie Annis
were co-chairmen.
of the conflrmands.
The Browne Club will meet Fri
day night at 7.33 ln the First Bap
tist Church parlors with Miss
Christol Cameron as hostess.
The Rockland Hearing Society
will meet with Mrs. F. F. Brown.
Beech street, Thursday afternoon,
at 2.30. Members are requested to
take items on famous people of
Maine.

Museum Activities
Tuesday

10.30 a. m., Knox-Lincoln Serv
ice.
3 p. m„ Girl Scouts.
7 p m„ Adult art class.
7 30 n. m„ Junior Chambe: oi
Commerce.
Wednesday
3 p. W., Qifl Scouts.

The Feb. 4 meeting of the Odds
Thursday
and Ends of the Congregational
3 p. m.. Girl Scouts.
Church has been postponed to Feb.
7 p. m., B Co. 334th Infantp.
11. The hostesses fer that meeting' 7.30 P- m. Coast Guard Auxwill be Mrs. Aimee Blood Mrs. El iliary.
zada Barstow and Mrs. Mabel
Friday
Barnard.
11 a. m.. Rug Class.
1.30 p. m., Ster.cil class.
The meeting of • the Woman's
2.30 p. m.. Methebesec Club.
Auxiliary of St. Peter's Episcopal
3 p. m . Brownie Scouts.
Church scheduled for Thursday
Saturday
Feb. 4 has been postponed to Feb.
9.30 a. m.. Children’s art class.
11 so members may attend the
1.30, Stencil class.
Community Concert.
MAINE MUSIC CO.

In this highly motorized age it
takes at least one steering wheel
to complete the family circle.

Musical Instrument Repairs
RADIO—TV—PHONOGRAPH
Many an employee who watches
Sales and Service
the clock doesn’t realize he is pass
406 MAIN ST.
TEL. 706 ing his employer’s time away.
12-14

— ANNOUNCEMENT —

THE FACTORY STORE
THOMASTON

Will Continue Their

CONSTANCE KEENE HERE
Given Joyous
With Stork Shower Family Celebration THURSDAY NIGHT IN CONCERT
Mrs. Donald Chisholm was hon
ored at a surprise stork shower
Saturday night at the home of Mrs.
Robert Chisholm. Summer street,
with Mrs. John Chisholm assisting
hostess.
The gifts were presented in a
carriage beautifully decorated in
pink and blue.
After the many
gifts were opened, refreshments
were served. A baby's cradle with
an arrangement of pink and blue
flowers flanked by tall pink tapers
formed the centerpiece on the
table.
Invited guests were: Mrs. Charles
Bicknell, Mrs. Howe Glover, Mrs.
Samuel Glover. Mrs. Kent Glover.
Mrs. Walter Gay, Mrs. John Duff,
Mrs. Charles Duff, Mrs. Albert
Winchenbaugh. Mrs. Maurice Mil
ler, Mrs Michael DiRenzo, Mrs.
Donald Winslow Mrs. James Mou'aison. Mrs. Perry Margeson. Mrs.
Raymond Eliis, Mrs. George Ellis,
Mrs. Richard Havener, Mrs. Russell
Abbott, Mrs. Thomas Chisholm, Jr.,
Mrs. Gilbert Leadbetter, Mrs. Tho
mas Chisholm, Sr., Mrs. John LaCrosse. Miss Helen LaCrosse, and
Mrs. George Phillips.
T

Mrs. Emma Kinney and her
daughter, Mrs. Burton Ervin, were ,
honored at a family gathering Sun- ;
day nigiht at the home of Mrs. Er
vin, St. Oeorge. The occasion was
the celebration of the birthdays of
Mrs. Kinney and Mrs. Ervin which
fall on the same date. They were .
each presented a gift and refresh
ments were served.
The group included Mr. and Mrs
James Kinney, Warren: Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Hupper. Tenant’s Har
bor: Mrs. Merrill Wall and Mr
and Mrs. Austin Kinney, Spruce
Head; Mrs. William Wiggin, Miss
Alice Kinney, and Mr. and Mrs
Arthur Kinney. Rockland, and Mrs 1
Ervin s husband, Burton Ervin, and
their children Bobby, Linda and
Debby.

MISS ALICE SMALLEY INSTALLED AS

PRESIDENT OF EDWIN LIBBY RELIEF
CORPS AT CHARMING ASSEMBLY
Edwin Libby Relief Corps met musician, Ada Simpson; resolu
Tnursday night to spend a mcst tions, V. Marsh. Mae Cross. Millie
enjoyable assembly, followed bj Thomas; inveatfgation. M. Rich
refreshments
ardson. A Simpson, Gertrude Sale;
Mrs. Oertrude Saio presided over ward committees are Velma Marsh.
the rcgula- bu-lr.ess session, pre , ward 4; Eliza Plummer, ward 5;
senting each of her officers a very ! Mabel Rtchardaon, ward 6: Mardainty gift' in appreciation of their ' zperlte Grindle, ward 7; Lizzie
faithful co-operation during her French. Glen Cove; Gertrude Bilo.
two years cf leadership.
Owl’s Head and South Tnomaston.
Mrs. Mae Cress, past president,
Gifts were presented to Mrs
was presented as installing offi , Cross in appreciation, who, in turn.
cer, her appointments were Mrs. : prerented the Past Presidents’
Bessie Haraden. conductor. Mrs. j badge to Mrs. Saio, with fitting reRiah Knight, vice president. Mr-. j marks by both officers. Other
Mabe! Richardson, secretary-. Mrs I gtrts were in evidence.
Catherine Libby, chaplain. Mrs. I The program, presented by Mrs.
Cross was later ins.ailed bv Mrs Plummer was interesting and em
Velma Marsh, in the vice presi braced several true storiea by Mrs.
dent's office.
Richardton. a:F informal talk by
Others installed were Miss Alice ‘ Mrs. Grindle, telling of a patriotic
Smalley, president; Mrs .E izabeth I program ln which she is greatly
Vinat, chaplain;
Mrs
Velma : interested, piano selections by
Marsh, secretary; Mrs. Eliza Plum ’.L'S. Simpson, vccal selections by
mer. conductor and Mrs. Catherine Mrs. Saio and Mrs. Marsh. “A
Libby. Mrs. Mabel Richardson. ' Yankee True Story" in poem by
Mrs. Marguerite Grindle wil! be Mrs. Vinal and. reading ’’The
banner bearers. Flags to be ap Matter Is Coming" by Mrs. Plum
pointed at a later date.
mer.
Miss Smalley made the following
All agreed that it was a most en
appointments: Finance, E. Plum joyable evening spent in the
mer, E. Vinal and E. St. Clan; G.AL hall.
E. Plummer

7INALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

The M.CF. Club was entertained
Thursday for an all day meeting
by Mrs Marg,e ChiEes at her home
Atlantic ave!U,e
avenue. Th
The
day was
on Atlan,tir
* dfl
delightfully passed with sewing
and knitting and tlie evening de| voted to cards. A delicious dinROCKLAND WELL REPRESENTED
Miss Constance Keene
i ner and supper was served by the
UNION
I
hostess.
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One of the many m.shaps that gunliocok F-h & Game Associa
can befall our wildlife In the pur tion.
B, ween the two a system "f
suit of an existence was interest
ingly related to me at Camtlcn Joint co-operation exists in which
or.e always makes its requirements
recently whenVern G. ay. Rockport
knewn to the other before the
sportsman and long-time member
final request is placed with the
ol the Megunticook Pish & Game
Hat-cherie- Division at Augusta.
Association, told me this story:
Th? ultimate aim of this Joint
It seems that Vern, working near
the I.iiy Pond, noticed a s-i gull co-operation is to provide county
apparently having some difficulty waters with suitable and adequate
in getting about ni the usual man stocked game fish to furnish rea
sonable good fishing in all locali
ner and went to investigate.
Attached to tiie bird's leg in such ties.
The Megunticook Club assumes
a manner that it wa.- held like a
the duties of custodian over the
trap, was a commc. tin can
Its cover had been opened :? northern area closest to its field
the usual manner by cutt:nr ont of operations and the Knox Club
end out to the point where wha' a--umes the same duties for the
remained acted as a hinge. AP.t balance of the county.
in the efises of experimental
the contents of the can had b< er,
stocking
in previously unatocked
removed, the hinged cover was
pushed hack Into its original pos:- wi.eiw or ihe addition of a apecie
tion and the empty can probably : not form.rly stocked, such as the
j brook trout now being tried in Alfound its way to the dump.
Everyone knows that although j ford ar.d Megunticook lakes and
nature made the sea gull an able the brown trout in Hobbs and HosBo h clubs work together
flshe.man and scavenger of th' | filers
tides something has slipped, and in presenting the proposals to the
our birds of coastal towns and Department by approving and sup
cities now irequent dumps and porting the proposals originating
even gardens, blueberry lands and in either club's selected stocking
ccmmi..ee.
inland lakes and ponds
3 o king of any water within the
This particular gull apparency
had steirped squarely upon th? ! c un .y mean? much more than
hinged cover of the can. forced his jus. a request to the Department
foot to the bottom and attempt for fish.
Ti factor of suitable condi.ion'
ing co withdraw it had lifted th
cover from the ineice in such a way for the welfare of the rrqutsfc ’
tha: the harder he pulled, the sp. cie and the final good judgment
of experienced biologists and fish
more secure it held him.
Na'rally finding himself at man i.Line it officials governs a'l
tached to such an uuy.elding ac :.r..nt menrs.
Aii fish to be stocked are dis
cessory he took off to his ’.lura.
rekreaa, rhe water. T:iis move patched b. i.he Supt. of Hatcheries
only further complicated his pre -o '.ic chairmen of the stocking
dicament. for the can soon filled committee whose club requested
with water and became even more the fish.
Tht procedure is quite complex
unwieldy and must have made fly
but in the cast cf Knox County it
ing impossible.
Vern found him on the bank has been running like clockwork
weakened and with a badly lac since the commissioner requested
erated leg and as Vern expressed the ssletance of the clubs in re
it. 'perfectly' willing for me to easing fish. Here's how it works—
Er.lt club's chairman and the
help him."
Making close friends of a wild feed:,-? sol. on's operator from
h.ch ihe fish are to be drawr
sea gull is not usually so simple, bu
Vern picked him up. depressed the are notified s.me time in ad
can cover and extracted the sore vance of actual delivery.
Usually a cquence of consecumember, then stroked his plum
age in a kindly manner and tossed ive dates that will permit thc
him into ’he air free and unen stocking of all waters requiring
lie am? specie in the club's field
cumbered.
Nature rarely fails our birds of operations are selected.
Each c'ub chairman alerts his
whe„ wings are uninjured and
as-lst ui'..- upon receipt of the ad
strength to move them exists.
The gull spread his wings ar.d vance notice and everything is
sailed gracefully away and I ex made rca.ly to h.andie the fish with
pect he locked back over his shoul a minimum of delay.
Tw? to three days before actual
der and gave Vern a nod of thanks
for the kindness and effort that delivery the regional supervisor or
feeding station executive phones
undoubtedly saved his life.
the oounty chairman the exact
• * ♦ *
To relieve a condition of some date and h.ur that the fish will
confusion regarding the present eav the pools: the quantity and
pattern of game fish stocking ex ' size of the fish and the waters tc
isting in Knox County, permit me which each shipment is consigned.
The chairman then contacts his
to explain—
Most requests to the Pish ft ai'istants and appoints them the
Game Department for stockfish 1 hour and place to meet the fish
for the various lakes and ponds as they enter thc county.
Fish from Aina. Auburn, Paler
of the county originate with care
fully appointed committees within mo or Burkettvllle are usually met
the two associations of organized at Goff's 3 ore on route 17 in
sportsmen now functioning there ■ Union. Ki.ox Hotel in Thomaston
in. namely the Kr.ox County Fish or Eastern Tire Service in Rock
& Game Association and the Me- land. F.sii for the North Knox
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additional cost.
Clean up all af those pesky bills.

Then, too, you can get extro money

Cat money to poy them all at

for medical and dental bills, cloth*

once, then spread repayment

ing, repairs or other expenses.

aver a number ef months . . . you

us know how much you need.

Let

cheese just how mony

PHONE • WRITE • COME IN
359 Main Street, 2nd Floor

Above Leightons Jewelry Store
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where mink, cranes
other
predators could not
them
easily.
Sometimes the brook trout in
their new and almost unbounded
liberty, will dash madly for shore
and beach himself high and dry
two feet from the water's edge.
Brown trout usually start feed
ing at once , for it is the custom at
the feeding station to withhold all
food for 48 hours before shipment
This specie is a delight to stock
for they put on a pretty show by
attacking everything that re•emblcs food, even to a cigarette
butt, and practically knock them
selves out leaping out of water.
After the tanks are emptied
there is a brief interval of rest for
everyone.
Each member participating in
the stocking endorses the stocking
order and the c’ub chairman or his
appointed alternate signs for the
fish; slating condition of fish when
received and date and time of lib
eration.
Tiie fish themselves are now on
their own. They are the property
of every taxpayer who buys a fish
ing license and catches them le
gally.
The Department's only further
service is to give the fish warden’s
proicction against poachers, over
limit "fish-hogs" and legal length
violators.
Generally warden’s reports con
tain remarks of fishing pressure
and access of anglers in fish ac
tually caught. His reports to some
extent, may govern the future
stocking pohey and a favorable re
port of good fishing success will
generally assure a continuance or
even an increase in stocking com
mitments. While an adverse re
port could decrease or even cut
off future stocking.
Tne business of stocking game
fish is probab’y the most intimate
contact that organized sports
men's elute make with the Fish
& Game Department, and involves
more of the taxpayer’s money.
Gripes are plenty, both to the
clubs and to Department officials.
It’s the old story of not being able
to please everybody.
Few fault finders however ever
come through with any sound
meihods of improving the present
system and in all clubs there are
those hard working few who roll
up their sleeves and do the work.
I personaEy consider the existing
functions of the stocking system
in Knox County equal to any of
which it is the pleasure of the
department to co-operate; and
only those who have so tirelessly
assisted, know it any better than
I do.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Gussle Chadwick is visiting
her son, Merrill Chadwick, at Galstonbury. Conn.
Henry Teel is a patient at Knox
Hospital.

Miss Eva Lowell who has been
visiting her sister in Connecticut,
has arrived home.
Clarence Hupper who is at the
Togus Hospital. Is making a satis
factory recovery, and is expected
home soon.
Mr. and Mrs. Shannon Cushman
and family have moved to one of
Two years ago at Alford Lake, the Balano tenements.
Por social ltema in The CourierOMette. Phone 10*4, City.
tf
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The 44th anniversary of the Boy 'greater functioning manpower and
Scouts of America will be ob- provide a higher quality program
served during Boy scout Week, for an ever-increasing member Feb. 7 to 13, by more than 3,300,- ship.
000 boys and adult leaders. Since
In countless communities,
1910 more than 21.000,000 boys and Scouts, their parents, local instituleaders have been members.
I tions and public officials will pay
Boy Scout Week will highlight tribute to the leaders of 89,000
the "Forward on Liberty’s Team"i Units for the contribution they are
theme which seeks to produce a making to the boyhood of America.

I had to wade out and with a piece
of brush actually drive hundreds of
good-sized trout into deep water

$25 to $1200
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Official Boy Scout Week Poster
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area undier custody of the Me
gunticook Club are met at Shell
Elms ln Camden.
Operations start at both ends of
the carefully planned' system at
once and while the big State
aerated tank trucks are being
filled wdth fish at'the pools In one
part of th? State, the wardens,
chairman and stocking assistants
are preparing to be on hand to
meet them at the designated spot.
Once loaded into • trucks, the
feeding station executive places
he responsibility for safe delivery
ln th? hand- of the truck operator,
hands him the stocking orders and
,h? fi?h are on the way.
Each truck operator is somewhat
of a terminal biologist In the final
iinpcsal of the fish. He watches
the condition of the fish In transit.
Keeps an eye on the oxygen gauge
and notes carefully the condition
of water where they are to be re
leased. He can. if conditions are
not suitable for planting his
precious load, refuse to turn them
■per to the club.
The actual release of the fish Is
a thrilling experience for all con
cerned.
At the appointed time and place,
warders and assistants accompany
he tank truck to the lake, pond or
brook designated.
In many ins: ances boa’s, motors
and assistants are standing by to
convey the fish to deep water.
The trucks run as close to the
water as possible.
Pond temperature is compared
with tank temperature to avoid
shock to fish being released. If
there is a wide variance in the
.emperatures, pond water is slowly
pumped ' into the tanks to temper
he fish to their new home.
Then all hands stand by as the
bulkheads are removed; everyone
takes a brief look at the hundreds
of living, gleaming bodies of the
con tantly moving horde and with
two big buckets to each man the
actual liberation begins.
The truck operator supervises
the entire operation and usually
bails the fish himself.
In cases of brook trout; not over
20 mature fish to a bucket which
is actually a bucket half full of
solid fish and half a bucket of
water.
Everybody hustles. Perspiration
flows freely. There is a feeling
of good fellowship. Even the fish
themselves join in the spirit cf
free freedom and do acrobatic
stunts in ’heir new found home
where liver will no longer be hand
ed out to them and they must
rustle up their own "grub.”
Two thousand trout means 50
trips to the waters edge.
The longest distance I ever car
ried trout was into Fresh Pond,
nearly a quarter of a mile.
If the fish are landlocked salmon
each bucket must be covered, for
the salmon is always a Jumper and
throws himself easily up and out
onto the ground.
Brown trout go down and a
bucket of them usally finds most
standing on their heads trying to
burrow into the bottom of the
bucket.
Usually there are a few bewild
ered fish who. ln the case of stock
ing from shore, will linger around
in shallow water.
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339.50
349.50
338.50
295.00
183.25
229.50
131.59
289.50

NOW

lteg.

425.00
296.00
339.50
337.00
283.95
298.50
225.00
215.00

5-Pc.
3-Pc.
3-Pc.
4-Pc.
4-Pc.
3-Pc.
4-Pc.
4-Pc.

A£>«e<» Fabric, .
,tavr Coi, Vnlis

LIVING ROOM SETS

BEDROOM SETS
Muhogany Set
$269.00
Maple Set
196.00
Walnut Set
295.00
Modern Blonde Set 285 CO
Blonde Set
249.00
Birch Modern Set
258.50
Oak Modern Set
189.00
Mahogany Set
179.00

3-Pc. Boucle Set
NOW $259.00
3-Pc. Foam Rubber Set NOW 293.00
2 Pc. Lawson Set
NOW 299.50
3-Pc. Boucle Set
NOW 289.03
3-Pc. Matala r.e Set NOW 239.00
Lo/e Seat and Chair NOW 134.50
Tweed Sectional NOW l?9.00
Plastic Sectional NOW 79.50
Sectional Set NOW 249.50

tfOUCTlCN
het’

CHROME KITCHEN SETS
89.50
99.50
96.50
106.50
114.50
1 19.59
154.50

5-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.
5-Pc.

Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets
Sets

NOW $65.00
NOW 69.50
NOW 84.50
NOW 89.50
NOW 95.00
NOW 93.50
NOW 129.50

CHAIRS

dV.W

118.50 Lounge Chair
NOW $89.95
82.50 Plastic Rocker, Ottoman 69.50
84.95 Lounge Chair
NOW 59.95
59.50 Lounge Rocker
NOW 44.50
Uph. Rockers with Ottomans
49.50
Plastic Rockers
49.50
Maple Rockers
29.50

co^

Reg-

$159.50
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SrOCK
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WOOL RUGS

$39

79.59 Rub Now $59.5'
89.50 Rug Now 69.5'
113.50 Rug New 98.5r
143.95 Rug Now 129.95
136.50 Rug New 119.95
139.50 Rug Now 98.5f
108.25 Rug Now 95.0'
113.95 Rug Now 89.95

50
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T^fea
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* MANY OTHER SENSATIONAL SAVINGS IN OUR STORE DURING THIS CLEARANCE

MEREDITH Furniture Compan
313-315 MAIN STREET

TEL. 1425

ROCKLAND, MAINE
i»fci

